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GEOMETRY AND EXTENSION AND REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
FOR ORDERED LINEAR SPACES
by
GARFIELD C. SCHMIDT
This thesis presents results which bear upon the geometric 
nature of the positive cone in an ordered linear space, extension of 
monotonic and extremal monotonic linear functionals defined on sub­
spaces of these spaces, and the concrete representation of such spaces. 
An introduction to these topics is given in chapter I while chapter 
II outlines the basic theory used throughout the thesis.
In chapter III it is shown that the positive cone in a linear 
lattice with a base is the intersection of half-spaces. A theorem 
giving several necessary and sufficient conditions for the cone 
to be the intersection of half-spaces is also given.
The result that the positive cone in a linear lattice is 
the intersection of half-spaces determined by lattice homomorphisms 
if and only the lattice is a function lattice is established in 
chapter IV. This result is tied in with Nakayama's theorem which 
also gives necessary and sufficient conditions for an abstract 
linear lattice to be a function lattice. Much use is made in this and 
later chapters of the fact that if a set of lattice homomorphisms is 
total with respect to the positive cone in a linear lattice, the cone 
is the intersection of half-spaces determined by the lattice homomor­
phisms.
In chapter V, the concept of a minimum total set of monotonic
v
linear functionals is defined and used in theorems which show certain
classes of infinite dimensional ordered linear spaces and linear
lattices have cones which are the intersection of a unique set of
half-spaces, i.e. the cones have faces. There exists a set of lattice
homomorphisms which is minimum total with respect to the positive
cone in an archimedean ordered linear lattice if and only if the
lattices are the discrete linear lattices which have been studied by
Halperin, Nakano, Masterson and others. The concept of an S-discrete
ordered linear space is defined which generalizes the concept of a
discrete linear lattice. The main theorem of section 1, chapter V,
is; Let V be an archimedean ordered linear space with a reproducing
cone K which satisfies the Riesz decomposition property. Suppose
F = {f_: s in S} and G = {g : s in S} are two sets of monotonics s
linear functionals which are both minimum total with respect to K
and are such that K = fl{{x: f„(x) > 0}: s in S} = fls
{{x: g (x) > 0}: s in S} . Then every element of F is a positive
(non-zero) scalar multiple of exactly one element of G and conversely. 
Section two specializes the theory of section 1 to archimedean linear 
lattices. Intrinsic characterization of the space of all functions 
on a set and the space of all functions on a set vanishing off finite 
subsets in terms of their lattice properties are presented which are 
different from the ones given by Tanaka. In addition, it is shown 
that a boundedly complete discrete linear lattice with an order unit is 
linear and lattice isomorphic to a space of all bounded functions on a set.
Several new results concerning ordered linear spaces with posi­
tive algebraic basis are proved in chapter VI. It is shown that
a finite dimensional archimedean ordered linear space with a repro­
ducing cone which satisfies the Riesz decomposition property has a 
positive algebraic basis, hence must be a linear lattice. Yudin 
and Nagy have proved this theorem using different techniques and with 
the assumption that the space is a priori a linear lattice. The 
following monotone extension theorem holds in a linear lattice X 
with a positive cone P and a positive algebraic basis. If a sub­
space E of X is such that the linear span of E D P is E , 
then any monotonic linear functional defined on E has a monotonic 
linear extension to all of X . It is also shown that if E is any 
sublattice of X and f is any lattice homomorphism on E , then f
has an extension to all of X which is also a lattice homomorphism.
An example of a linear lattice for which the conclusion of this theorem 
holds but which does not have a positive algebraic basis is given.
The conclusions of the last theorem will not hold in all discrete 
linear lattices because it is shown that they fail to hold for the 
space of all functions on an infinite set.
The material in chapter VII adds to the theory of topological 
M-spaces. The following three theorems are proved there.
Theorem: Let X be a linear lattice with a positive cone P .
In order that there exist a norm of type M for X it is both 
necessary and sufficient that there exist a set A in P which is direc­
ted upwards and such that
(1) For every x > 0 there exists a scalar t > 0 and a 6 
in A such that tx < 6 .
(2) For x > 0 , sup{sup{t >0: tx < 6}: 6 in A} < °° .
Theorem: Let X be a linear lattice with positive cone P .
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There exists a norm of type M for X if and only if the order dual 
of X contains a set F = {fg: s in S} of lattice homomorphisms 
with the following properties.
(1) F is total with respect to P .
(2) The set {f (x): s in S} is bounded for each x in Ps
Theorem: Let X be a linear lattice with positive cone P ,
p an M-seminorm on X , E a linear sublattice of X , and f: E R
an extremal, monotonic, linear functional dominated on E by p .
Then if D = {x: p(x) < 1} and T = D fl E , there exists an extremal, 
monotonic, linear functional F: X -> R which is an extension of f 
and such that sup{|f(z)|: z in T} = sup{|f(z)|: z in D} .
It is shown that both Jameson's and Kakutani's representation 




Two of the more important theorems presented in this thesis 
answer the question of when an abstract linear lattice is "normable" 
with a norm of type M . The first theorem of section 1, 
chapter VII, gives necessary and sufficient conditions in terms 
of intrinsic lattice properties for the existence of such a norm 
for an abstract linear lattice. The second theorem also gives nec­
essary and sufficient conditions where the conditions are now on the 
order dual of the linear lattice.
A second important result of this thesis is that any extremal, 
monotonic, linear functional defined on a sublattice of a linear lattice 
and dominated there by an M-seminorm has an extension to the whole 
lattice which is also extremal, monotonic, linear and which is 
bounded on the unit ball defined by the M-seminorm. This theorem and 
the one in chapter VI, section 3, are the only known theorems for 
extending extremal, monotonic, linear functionals from subspaces which 
are not cofinal. Once the theorem is established, the two major 
representation theorems for topological M-spaces, Jameson's [6] and 
Kakutani's [7], follow directly from it.
One basic question which was the impetus for part of this 
work and which serves as a unifying theme for the various aspects of 
this thesis is fairly broad in scope and is geometric in nature; when 
is the cone in an ordered linear space the intersection of half-spaces? 
In the case of arbitrary ordered linear spaces a satisfactory answer 
to this question still does not exist. It is shown in chapter III 
that a cone which has a base in a linear lattice has a geometry of
1
2this sort. Several necessary and sufficient conditions are given 
for a cone to be the intersection of half-spaces and an example is 
given to show why it is difficult to find such conditions stated 
in terms of the more familiar concepts in ordered linear spaces.
If X is an n-dimensional linear space and {f^ : i =
1,•■•,n} is a linearly independent set of linear functionals on X, 
the ordering induced on X by the cone P = f){{x: f^(x) > 0}: 
i = 1,•••,n} is a lattice ordering and each f^ is a lattice 
homomorphism. On the other hand, some lattices, for example 
relative to Lebesgue measure on the unit interval, have no non-zero 
lattice homomorphisms defined on them but their positive cones are 
still the intersection of half-spaces. This leads to the following 
question. When do linear lattices have cones which are the inter­
section of half-spaces determined by lattice homomorphisms? Chapter 
IV deals with this question.
If a cone P in a finite dimensional linear space is the 
intersection of a finite number of half-spaces, the intersection of 
the cone with a hyperplane determining one of the half-spaces is 
called a face of the cone. The content of chapter V is that necessary 
and sufficient conditions can be found for archimedean ordered linear 
spaces satisfying the Riesz decomposition property, and for linear 
lattices, which will insure that the positive cone is the intersec­
tion of a set of half-spaces which is unique in a strong enough sense 
to enable one to say the cone has "faces".
Yudin [29] and Nagy [16] have shown the positive cone K in 
an n-dimensional archimedean linear lattice X contains a set 
A = {x1: i = 1,•••,n} with the property that A is a positive
3algebraic basis for X . A corresponding theorem for archimedean 
ordered linear spaces satisfying the Riesz decomposition property is 
stated and proved in chapter VI using techniques which are different 
from Yudin's and Nagy's. One of the more interesting aspects of 
linear lattices with a positive algebraic basis is that the condi­
tions under which monotonic linear functionals and lattice homomor­
phisms can be extended from subspaces and linear sublattices to 
monotonic linear functionals and lattice homomorphisms on the whole 
space are much less restrictive than in the general case. The 
theorem for extending lattice homomorphisms, in particular, is un­
usual enough to cause one to believe the class of linear lattices 
for which the conclusion of the theorem holds must be fairly small. 
Chapter VI concludes with several examples which are a start towards 
determining this class.
The first section of chapter VII deals with finding condi­
tions stated in terms of lattice properties which enable one to define 
a norm of type M on an abstract linear lattice. The proof of the 
extension theorem for extremal monotonic linear functionals dominated 
by M-seminorms is given in section 2, chapter VII, along with an 
important corollary. In section 3 the power of the extension theorem 
of section 2 is illustrated by showing the two major representation 
theorems of topological M-space theory (Jameson's and Kakutani's), 
follow immediately from it.
Chapter II outlines that part of the theory which already 





Most of the notation, definitions, and theorems used throughout 
this paper which already appear in the literature are collected and set 
down in this chapter. The material is fairly standard and proofs are 
given in only a few instances. With a few exceptions, the terminology 
and theory of ordered linear spaces and linear lattices is that found 
in Jameson [5].
Definition 2.1.1. A wedge in a real linear space V is a non­
empty subset K of V such that K + KC K and tKQ K for every 
scalar t > 0 .
Definition 2.1.2. An ordered linear space is a real linear space V
with a wedge K and an ordering < defined on V by x < y if and only if
y - x belongs to K .
The order in an ordered linear space is invariant under translation; 
x < y implies x + z £ y + z for every z in V , and multiplication by
positive scalars; x < y and 0 < t imply tx < ty .
Definition 2.1.3. A wedge K in an ordered linear space is said to 
be lineally closed if every line intersects the wedge in a closed subset
of the line with its usual topology.
Definition 2.1.*J. The ordering of an ordered linear space V is said
to be archimedean if and only if nx < y for all integers n and some y in V 
implies x < 0 .
Lemma 2.1.0. The ordering of an ordered linear space is archimedean 
if and only if the wedge in V is lineally closed.
Definition 2.1.5. An element e of an ordered linear space V
5is called an order unit or a core point of the positive wedge K if 
for every x in V there exists a scalar r > 0 such that 
e < sx < e for every- s in [0,r] .
The following two theorems give simple geometric characterizations 
in terms of the intersection of translates of finite dimension subspaces 
with the positive cone which is equivalent to the cone having a core 
point. Neither theorem has appeared in the literature.
Definition 2.1.6. A wedge K in an linear space V is called 
reproducing if K - K = V .
Here the notation differs from that of Jameson [5] because 
Jameson calls such wedges "generating". However, this word will be 
reserved for certain subsets of a wedge discussed in chapter V.
Definition 2.1.7. If a wedge K in an ordered linear space 
V is such that K fl (-K) = {0} , the wedge is called a cone and the 
induced ordering on V is said to be antisymmetric.
Theorem 2.1.0. Let K be a reproducing cone in an ordered linear 
space V . If there exists a y in K such that (-w+N) D K ^ <J) for
every w in K where N is the linear span of y , then K has a
core point and conversely.
Proof: Given z in V , z = z^ - z2 where z^ , z2 are in K . 
By hypothesis there exists a scalar t such that -z2 + ty is in K . 
Because K is a cone, t > 0 and thus y + t-^z is in K . Then
sy + (1-s)(y+f^z) belongs to K for s in [0,1] , i.,e. y + rz be­
longs to K for r in [0,t- ]^ . Similarly, there exists a t^ > 0
such that y + r(-z) belongs to K for r in [0,t'*'] . Therefore,
“1 1y - rz belongs to K for |r| < min(t~ ,t ) .
Theorem 2.1.0.1. Let K be a reproducing cone in an ordered
6linear space V . If there exists an x In V and a y In K such that 
(-w+M) fl K j- for every w in K where M is the linear span of x
and y , then K has a core point and conversely.
Proof: If x = x^ - where x^ and x^ are in K , then
Xi + x2 + y satisfies the condition for y in theorem 2.1.0. For
every w in K there exists an a and b such that 0 < -w + ax + by =
-w + a(x^ - x2) + by < -w +|a|x^ + |bjy < -w + |a|(x1+x2) + |b|y <
-w + max(|a| ,|b| )(x1 + x2 + y) , where x^ = x.^ if a > 0 and
x^ = x2 if a < 0 .
Definition 2.1.8. If K is a wedge in an ordered linear space 
V and L is a subspace of V, L is said to have the intersection 
property with respect to K if for every z in V , (z+L) fl K = <f> 
if and only if (-z+L) n  K = <j> .
Lemma 2.1.1. If K is a reproducing wedge in an ordered 
linear space V , a subspace L of V has the intersection property
with respect to K if and only if for every z in K , (-z+L) D K ? <p .
Proof: Suppose for every z in K , (-z+L) n K i- <j> and take
any w in V . Then w = w^ - w2 where w^ and w2 are in K .
Now (-w2+L) fl K f (fi by hypothesis so there exists an t in L
such that —w2 + I belongs to K . But then w ^ - w 2 + £ = w + £
belongs to K also, i.e. (w+L) fl K i- <j> .
The implication in the other direction follows from the defini­
tion of the intersection property and the fact that z + 0 belongs to
K for every z in K .
Definition 2.1.9. A subspace E of an ordered linear space V
7with cone K is cofinal if given any u in' K there exists an x in
E such that u < x .
Lemma 2.1.2. If E is a subspace of an ordered linear space 
V with wedge K , then E is cofinal if and only if E has the inter­
section property with respect to K . If E contains an order unit,
E is cofinal.
This lemma has not appeared in the literature but its proof is 
a straightforward application of the definitions.
There are several theorems giving conditions on a subspace E 
of V which are sufficient for certain types of linear functionals 
defined on E to have extensions to all of V . These conditions are 
stated either in terms of E being cofinal or in terms of E having 
the intersection property and, in view of lemma 2.1.2, these two condi­
tions will be used interchangeably throughout this paper.
Definition 2.1.10. A subset B of an ordered linear space V
is directed upwards if, given two elements a and b of B , there is
an element c of B such that a < c and b < c .
Definition 2.1.11. A function f defined on an ordered linear
space V with cone K is said to be monotonic if x s y implies 
f(x) < f(y) . The function f is strictly monotonic if x < y implies
f(x) < f(y) . If f is linear, then f is monotonic if and only if
f(K) > 0  (f is positive).
Lemma 2.1.3. Let A be an upward directed subset of an ordered
linear space V . If f and g are monotonic, real valued functions
on X that are bounded above on A , then sup{f(x) + g(x): x in A} =
sup{f(x): x in A) + sup{g(x): x in A) .
Lemma 2.1.4. If e is a core point of an ordered linear space
8V and f is a monotonic linear functional such that f ( e ) = 0 , f  is 
identically zero on V .
Definition 2.1.12. The order dual, (V,R)^ , of an ordered 
linear space V is the span of K+ , the set of all monotonic linear
44
functionals in the algebraic dual V .
Jameson [5] uses K° to denote the set of monotonic linear
44
functionals in V but the superscript "o" will denote polars in this 
paper.
Definition 2.1.13. An element x is an extremal point (element) 
of a wedge K in an ordered linear space V if 0 < y < x implies
y = tx for some t in [0,1] . Extremal elements are called simple
elements by Tagamlitzki [24] and extreme vectors by Metzler [15].
Definition 2.1.14. To each extremal element x in the positive 
cone K of an ordered linear space there corresponds an extreme ray,
(tx: t > 0} .
Definition 2.1.15. Two elements of a linear space are non­
equivalent if neither is a scalar multiple of the other. A set of non­
equivalent elements is a set in which no element is a scalar multiple 
of any of the other elements of the set.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let x be an ordered linear space with positive 
wedge K . If f is a non-zero element of K+ , then the following 
statements are equivalent.
i) f is an extremal element of K+
ii) For all x and y in X , inf{f(z): z > x, z 2. y} =
max{f(x),f(y)} .
The next two theorems are often used to extend monotonic and 
extremal monotonic linear functionals from subspaces which are cofinal.
9Theorem 2.1.2 (Monotone Extension Theorem). Suppose that E 
is a cofinal linear subspace of an ordered linear space V . Then a 
monotonic linear functional defined on E has a monotonic linear 
extension to V .
Theorem 2.1.3. Suppose V is an ordered linear space with re­
producing cone K and E is a cofinal subspace. If f is an extremal
monotonic linear functional on E , then there is an extremal monotonic 
linear functional on V that extends f .
Definition 2.1.16. An order ideal in an ordered linear space is
a subspace E of V such that for every y in E and for every x
in V , 0 < x < y implies x is also in E .
Lemma 2.1.5. If f is a monotonic linear functional on an 
ordered linear space V with positive reproducing cone K , then 
M = ker f is a maximal, proper order ideal. Conversely, if M is a 
maximal, proper order ideal there exists a monotonic linear functional 
f with ker f = M .
Definition 2.1.17. A linear lattice is an ordered linear space 
in which every two element set {x,y} has a unique least upper bound 
denoted xvy . A linear lattice is boundedly complete if every set which 
is bounded above has a least upper bound.
Lemma 2.1.5.1. A boundedly complete linear lattice is archimedean. 
The proof of this last fact is due to Silverman and Yen [22].
It follows that each two element set {x,y} in a linear lattice 
has a greatest lower bound which will be denoted XAy .
Definition 2.1.18. Two elements x and y in a linear lattice 
are said to be disjoint if XAy = 0 .
10
Lemma 2.1.6. Every element x in a linear lattice has a
unique decomposition into a sum of disjoint positive elements; x = x+ - x'
where x+ = xvO and x“ = (-x)vO .
Definition 2.1.19. The absolute value, |x| , of an element x
+ 4*in a linear lattice is the element x v x “ = x + x - = x v(-x) v 0 .
There is a long list of properties and relations connecting 
x, x+, x-,|x| and the v and A operations in chapter 2 of Jameson 
[5]. Jameson does not list the properties which follow from the order­
ing alone, such as the commutivity and associativity of v and A , but 
these can be found in the first chapter of Birkhoff [1],
Definition 2.1.20. A linear sublattice of a linear lattice X
is a linear subspace E with the property that xvy belongs to E for
every x and y in E .
Since xvy = (x-y) v 0 + y , XAy = (x-y) A 0 + y , and
(x-y) A 0 = (y-x) v 0 , a subspace E will be a sublattice if and only 
if zvO is in E for every z in E .
Definition 2.1.21. A lattice ideal of a linear lattice is a 
linear subspace which is both an order ideal and a sublattice.
Example 2.1.1. A simple example to illustrate order ideals, sub­
lattices, and lattice ideals can be given by taking X to be a linear 
space of dimension two, {x,y} a linearly independent set of vectors and 
the set P = {ax + by: a > 0, b > 0} to be the positive cone in X .
Let K, L, M and N be the linear span of x, y, x + y, and y - x  
respectively. The subspace M is a sublattice but not an order ideal,
N is an order ideal but not a sublattice and both K and L are 
lattice ideals.
Definition 2.1.22. A linear functional f on a linear lattice
11
X such that f(xvy) = f(x) v f(y) for all x and y in X Is 
called a lattice homomorphism.
Lemma 2.1.7. If X is a linear lattice the following state­
ments are equivalent.
i) f is a lattice homomorphism on X
ii) f(xvy) = f(x) v f(y) for every x and y in X such
that XAy = 0
iii) ker f is a lattice ideal and f is monotonic
+iv) f is an extremal element of P where P is the posi­
tive cone in X .
Definition 2.1.23. An ordered linear space V with a repro­
ducing cone K is said to satisfy the Riesz decomposition property if 
for any three positive elements Xp x^ and y such that
0 < y < xx + x2 there exists y^ and y2 such that 0 < y^ < x^ ,
0 < y2 < x2 3 and y = y1 + y2 .
The next theorem which is due to Riesz plays an important role 
in the theory of ordered linear spaces.
Theorem 2.1. ^1. Let X be an ordered linear space with the
Riesz decomposition property. Then (XSR) } the order dual of X 3 is
a boundedly complete linear lattice.
Lemma 2.1.7.1. A linear lattice has the Riesz decomposition 
property.
Definition 2.1.2*1. A lattice seminorm p is a sub linear func­
tional on a linear lattice X with the property ttiat |x| < |y| implies 
p(x) < p(y) .
Lemma 2.1.8. A sublinear functional p on a linear lattice X
is a lattice seminom if and only if
i) 0 < x < y implies p(x) < p(y)
12
ii) p(|x[) = p(x) for all x in X .
In particular. p(tx) = |t| p(x) for all t in R .
Definition 2.1.25. An M-seminorm on a linear lattice X v/ith 
positive cone P is a lattice seminorm p with the additional property 
that p(xvy) < p(x) v p(y) for all x and y in P .
Examples of lattice seminoms and M-seminoms will be given in
the next section when examples of topological M-spaces are given.
The main theorem of this paper, theorem 7.2.1, is closely related 
to the following theorem which is another monotone extension theorem. The 
hypothesis of theorem 2.1.2 that E be cofinal is replaced with the 
hypothesis that f be dominated on E by a lattice seminom p . It 
will be shown in chapter VII, section 2, that if p is an M-seminorm 
and f is an extremal, monotonic, linear functional on E, there exists 
an extension f which is also extremal, monotonic and linear and while 
f may not be dominated by p , the supremum of f on the unit ball 
defined by p is the same as that of f .
Theorem 2.1.5. Let X be a linear lattice and E a linear sub­
lattice of X . Suppose p is a lattice seminom and f is a monotonic 
linear functional such that f(x) s p(x) for all x in E . Then there 
is a monotonic linear extension f of f such that f(x) < p(x) for 
every x in X .
2. Topological Theory
Linear lattices with a topology given by a family of lattice 
seminoms are called locally convex lattices by Kawai [8] and Kuller [11]. 
Locally convex lattices with a topology described by a family of M-semi­
noms are called locally m-convex vector lattices by Kuller [11], but
13
Jameson [6] calls such objects topological M-spaces.
Definition 2.2.1. A topological M-space Is a linear lattice with
a locally convex topology given by a family of M-seminoms.
Topological M-spaces whose topolcgy is given by an M-norm are
just the normed lattices of type M first studied by Kakutani [7 ].
The next lemma is due to Kuller [11],
• Lemma 2.2.1. A topological M-space is archimedean.
Example 2.2.1. If in example 2.1,1, {x,y} is taken to be an
orthonormal set, the euclidean norm is a lattice norm, i.e. |x| < |y|
implies | |x| | < | |y| | but it is not an M-norn. However, the equivalent
norm defined by | |z| | = max{|a|,|b|} where z = ax + by is an M-norm.
Example 2.2.2. The space cq of all real sequences converging
to zero with the supremum norm and the usual ordering ( x > 0  if x(n) > 0
for all positive integers n) is a normed lattice of type M . However,
if the ordering on cq is taken to be that induced by the "partial sum
cone" Pg = {x in cq : all partial sums of x are positive} , Jameson
[5] shows | |xvy| | < | |x| | v | |y| | but the norm is not a lattice norm
and hence not an M-norm.
Example 2.2.3. Let s denote the space of all real sequences
with its usual topology induced by the coordinate projections P^Cx) =
I x(n) | for all x in s . It is clear that s with its usual ordering
is a topological M-space but, again, if one takes the ordering to be that
induced by the partial sum cone PQ , the seminorms P for n > 3 areo n
not even lattice seminorms. The results on page 1(8 in Jameson [5] do
show that P (xvy) < P (x) v P (y) for all n and x and y in PQ , n n n o
however.
Example 2.2.4. Define a countable collection of seminorms Pfi
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on C(R) , the set of all continuous functions on the real line, by 
letting Sn = [-n,n] and Pn(x) = sup{x(t): t in Sn} . Then C(R)
with the topology defined by this family of M-seminorms is a metrizable 
topological M-space which is not normable because its topology is locally 
convex but no basic neighborhood is bounded.
Definition 2.2.2. Let C(L) be the space of all real valued 
continuous functions on a topological space L and P be a subspace 
of C(L) . If A is a collection of subsets of L such that every f 
in F is bounded on each member of A , corollary 8.2, page 70, in 
Kelley and Namioka [9] shows that scalar multiples of the sets 
{f in F: f(x) < 1 all x in B} where B is in A form a
subbase for a linear topology on F called the topology of uniform 
convergence on members of A .
Example 2.2.5. The space C(L) for any topological space L 
with the topology of uniform convergence on a specified family G of 
compact subsets of L is a topological M-space with the M-seminorms 
being defined by p^(x) = sup{|x(t)| : t in A} for every A in G .
Jameson [6] has generalized Kakutani's representation theorem for normed 
lattices by showing any Hausdorff topological M-space can be imbedded in 
some C(L) with the topology of uniform convergence on a family of com­
pact subsets of L .
jH
Definition 2.2.3. The weak-* topology on the algebraic dual V
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of a linear topological space V is the weakest topology on V for
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which every element of V considered as a linear functional on V is
continuous. The weak-* topology for the continuous dual V* is the
u
topology it inherits from V with the weak-* topology.
JI
Lemma 2.2.2. V and V with the weak-* topology are both
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locally convex, separated (hence Hausdorff) spaces.
Definition 2.2.4. Given a set A in V , the polar, A° ,
of A in V# is the set A° = {f in V^: |f(x)| <lall x in A} .
The above definition of a polar is the one used by Kelley and
Namioka [9] and other authors and differs from the one in Jameson [5].
However, in this paper it is sufficient to consider only polars of sets 
which are symmetric and in this case the definitions are equivalent.
The proof of the following generalized version of the Banach- 
Alaoglu theorem may be found in Wilansky [28].
Theorem 2.2.1 (Banach-Alaoglu Theorem). If u is a neighborhood 
of 0 in a linear topological space V , then the polar u° of u in 
V 1 is weak-* compact.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Krein-Milman Theorem). Let G be a convex com- 
pa.ct subset of a locally convex linear topological Hausdorff space V .
Then each closed support of G contains an extreme point of G , and
G is the closed convex hull of the set of all its extreme points.
A proof of the Krein-Milman theorem may be found in Kelley and
Namioka [9].
Definition 2.2.5. A set B is called balanced if tB Q B for
all scalars t such that |t| < i,
Definition 2.2.6. A set B is called absorbing if for each
vector x , there exists an s > 0 such that tx belongs to B 
whenever |t| < s .
Definition 2.2.7. If B is a convex, balanced, absorbing set 
the function defined by p(a) = inf{t >0: a in tB} is called a
Minkowski functional.
Lenina 2.2.3. If B is a convex, balanced, absorbing set the
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Minkowski functional defined by B is a seminorm and the unit ball 
{x: |p(x)| <1} is a neighborhood of zero in the seminorm topology
generated by p .
Definition 2.2.8. If X is a linear topological space, Nq (X) 
will be used to denote the set of neighborhoods of zero.
Definition 2.2.9. A subset of a locally convex linear topolo­
gical space is called a barrel if it is balanced, convex, absorbent, and 
closed. A locally convex linear topological space is called barrelled 
if every barrel is a neighborhood.
The following proposition is found on page 65 of Robertson and 
Robertson [21],
Lemma 2.2.H. Let V be a separated locally convex space with
dual V* . Then a subset B of V is a barrel if and only if it is
the polar of a weak-* bounded subset of V 1 (with the usual identifica­
tion of V in v").
Lattice homomorphisms play a crucial role in representation 
theorems for linear lattices and at various points in the proofs of these 
representation theorems it is necessary to know that certain subsets of 
the set of all lattice homomorphisms are closed in the weak-* topology 
on the continuous dual.
Lemma 2.2.5. Let X be a linear lattice, G a set of lattice
hcmomorphims in y? , and g in X^ be in the weak-* closure of G .
Then x is also a lattice homomorphism.
Proof: By lemma 2.1,7 is sufficient to show g(xvy) =
g(x) v g(y) whenever XAy = 0 so choose x and y :in X such that 
XAy = 0 . For any t > 0 the set {£: |£(xvy) - g(xvy)| < t/2} fl 
{I: |£(x) - g(x)| < t/2} fl {I: |£(y) - g(y)| < t/2} is a neighborhood
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of g and must therefore contain a point f of G . Because f is
a lattice homomorphism and xvy = xvy + XAy = x+y, f(x) A f(y) = 0
and f(xvy) = f(x) v f(y) = f(x) + f(y) . Thus |g(xvy) - [g(x) v g(y)]| =
|g(xvy) - f(xvy)| + |f(x) + f(y) - [g(x) v g(y)]| . f(x) + f(y) -
[g(x) v g(y)] = f(x) + f(y) + C-g(x)A -g(y)] = Cf(x) + f(y) - g(x)] A
[f(x) + f(y) - g(y)] . Now -t/2 < f(x) - g(x) < t/2 and -t/2 < f(y) -
g(y) < t/2 so -t/2 + f(y) < f(x) + f(y) - g(x) < t/2 + f(y) and
-t/2 + f(x) < f(x) + f(y) - g(x) < t/2 + f(x) . Therefore -t/2 =
-t/2 + f(x) A f(y) = (f(x)-t/2) A (f(y)-t/2) < (f(x)+f(y)-g(x))A 
(f(x)+f(y)-g(x)) < (f(x)+t/2) A (f(y)+t/2) = f(x) A f(y) + t/2 = t/2 . 
Therefore |g(xvy) - [g(x)vg(y)]| < t and since t was chosen arbitrarily 
greater than zero, g(xvy) = g(x) v g(y) .
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CHAPTER III
CONES WHICH ARE THE INTERSECTION OF HALF-SPACES
In this chapter conditions which guarantee that the positive 
cone in an ordered linear space is the intersection of half-spaces 
are presented. Example 3.1.1 will show that an ordered linear space, 
even a linear lattice, may possess seme rather desirable properties 
but still not have a cone which is the intersection of half-spaces.
Example 3.1.1. Let X be the set of all real valued Lebesgue 
measurable functions on [0 ,1 ] ordered by taking x > 0 if x is 
almost everywhere non-negative. Then X is a boundedly complete linear 
lattice (hence archimedean) by theorem 13, page 361, in Birkhoff [1] 
while Kelley and Namioka [9], page 55, show there is no non-negative 
linear functional on X which is not identically zero.
Theorem 3.1.1. If K is a reproducing cone in an ordered 
linear space V , the following statements are equivalent.
j«
(1) There exists a family F C v such that
K = n{{x: f(x) > 0}: f in F}.
(2) K is lineally closed and for every x not in
K U(-K) there exists a hyperplane H through x
with H d K = <j> .
(3) K is lineally closed and for every x(^0) not in K
there exists a hyperplane H through x with K fl H = <(> .
(4) K is lineally closed and for every x(^0) in K there
exists a maximal subspace L such that (-x+L) D K = <j>
and for every y in L and every t > 0 such that
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y + tx does not belong to K , there exists a subspace 
M such that L is the linear span of y and M and 
(y+tx+M) fl K = cfi .
Conditions (2) and (3) are fairly intuitive and while the fact 
that (2 ) implies (3) requires some proof, the fact that (3) and (1 ) are 
equivalent follows almost immediately from definitions. Condition (4) 
appears at first to be somewhat awkward but a feeling for what it means 
can be obtained by looking at R with K = {(x,y,z): x > 0, y > 0,
z > 0} . For any x in K , the maximal subspace L can be taken as
{(x,y,z): x + y + z = 0} and if y + tx is not in K , let H be the 
line which is the intersection of a plane through y + tx parallel to a 
face of the cone with L . Then M can be taken to be H translated so
that it passes through the origin.
Proof: To show (1) implies (2) first assume yC^O) is in K
and z < ty for all scalars t > 0 . Then for any f in F ,
f(ty-z) > 0 which implies f(z) < 0 and thus z < 0 , i.e. K is
lineally closed.
If x is not in K U (-K) , x = x.^ - x2 where x^ , x2, (^ 0)
are in K . It cannot be that x - tx2 belongs to K for all t in
(0,1) for then x^ - x2 would belong to K because K is lineally 
closed. Therefore, there exists a t in (0,1) such that x^ - tx2 
is not in K . Then by hypothesis there exists an f in F such that
f(x1~tx2) < 0 . Let H = x + ker f . H is a hyperplane containing x .
If x + v were in K for seme v in ker f , then x^ - x2 + v +
(l-t)x2 = x 2 “ ^x 2 + v would be in K . However, f(x^-tx2+v) =
f(x-j-tx2) < 0  so x^ - tx2 + v cannot be in K . Thus H fl K = <j>
To show (2) implies (3) let y be any element not in K .
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If y is not in -K either, (2) implies there exists a hyperplane H 
through y with H D K = <j> so assume y is in -K . Let z be in 
K and linearly independent from y . Set A = {t > 0: y + tz in K} . 
There are two cases to consider.
Case I: A f $ . Because K is lineally closed it cannot be
that y + tz belongs to K for all t > 0 for this would imply y
belongs to K . Therefore, there exists a t > 0 such that y + tz 
is not in K . Let t^ = inf{t >0: y + tz in K} . Then
t^ > t > 0 . Now let B = {t < t^ : y + tz in -K} . The element 0
belongs to B so B j- $ . Let t2 = sup{t: t in B} . If tg = t^ ,
y + t^z belongs to K fl (-K) which implies y + t^z = 0 and is a
contradiction because t^ ^ 0 and y and z are linearly independent.
Therefore, 0 < t2 < ^  . Choose s in (t2 ,t1) . Then y + sz is
not in K U (-K) .
Case II: A = <f> . If y + tz were in -K for all t > 0 ,
z < t"^(-y) for all t > 0 which implies z < 0 because K is
lineally closed. This is a contradiction so there exists an s > 0 
such that y + sz is not in K U(-K) .
In either case I or II, let J be the hyperplane through 
y + sz such that J D K = <p which exists by (2). Now J = y + sz + L
for some subspace L . Let H = y + L .  H is a hyperplane through y
and if y + Z belongs to K for seme I in L , then y + sz + Z 
belongs to K also which implies (y+sx+L) f l  K = J f l K / f  and is 
a contradiction. Therefore H fl K = (y+L) f l  K = <f> .
In showing (3) Implies (4) we again have to show K is lineally
closed. Suppose for some z in V and seme y in K , ty > z for
all t > 0 , i.e. -z + ty > 0 for all t > 0 . Assume -z does not
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belong to K . Then there exists a hyperplane H containing -z 
such that H fl K = (f> . z + H Is a maximal subspace and if y were
in z + H , -z + y would belong to H and thus -z + y would belong
to H fl K which would be a contradiction. Therefore, y is not in 
z + H so the linear span of y and z + H is V . In particular, 
z = ay + z + h for some h in H and so h = -ay . If a < 0 , h
belongs to K which is a contradiction so a > 0 , i.e. ty is in
H for some t < 0 . Since H is a hyperplane and -z , ty belong to 
H , t(-z) + (1-t) ty belongs to H for all scalars t . If t > 1 , 
(-z) + t(l-t)- 1 ty belongs to K by the initial assumption of this 
paragraph. Therefore t(-z) + (l-t)ty belongs to H D K  which is a
contradiction. Thus -z > 0 , i.e., z < 0 , which shows K is
archimedean.
If x(^0) belongs to K , -x is not in K so by (3) there 
exists a hyperplane H containing -x such that H fl K = <f> . Let 
L = x + H. L is a maximal subspace and -x + L = H so
(-x+L) fl K = (j. . Given y in L and t > 0 such that y + tx is
not in K , let J be a hyperplane containing y + tx such that 
J flK = if which exists by (3) again. Set M = (-(y+tx) + J)DL . M 
is a subspace of L . Suppose z belongs to M . Then z = -(y+tx) +
where j is in J and if y + tx + z is in K , j is in K which
contradicts J fl K = <f> . Thus, (y+tx+M) D K = $ . Since -(y+tx) + J
is a maximal subspace, M is of codimension one in L . If y is in 
M , -y is also in M and -y = -y - sx + j for sane j in J .
This implies j = sx , i.e. J fT K ^ 4> which is a contradiction. There
fore, y is not in M so the linear span of M and y is L .
The proof that (4) implies (1) is the most difficult part of the
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whole theorem. For x(^0) not In K , x = x^ - x2 where x^, x2 
belong to K and x2 ¥■ 0 . Let L be the maximal subspace of state­
ment (4) corresponding to x2 . Then x^ = ax^ + y where y is in
L . If a < 0 , then (|a|)_ x^-^  = -x2 + (|a|)~^y which implies
(| a| )~*"^x.^ belongs to (-x2+L) fl K which is a contradiction. Therefore,
a > 0 . There are two cases to consider.
Case I: 0 < a < 1 . x = x_^ - x2 = (a-l)x2 + y . Define f on
V by f(x2) = 1 and f(L) = 0 . Then f is monotone and f(x) =
a - 1 < 0 .
Case II; a > 1. If y is in K , x is in K also which is
a contradiction. Therefore, y is not in K . If y + sx2 is not in
K for any s > 0 , take t to be any scalar such that t > a - 1 .
If y + sx2 belongs to K for sane s > 0 , let t be such that
y + t x„ is in K but y + sx„ is not in K for any s < t .° o 2 J 2 v o
Such a t exists because K is lineally closed. Since x is not
in K, t > a - 1 and one may now take t to be such that
a - 1 < t < t . Then since y + tx2 is not in K , by (4) there exists
a subspace M C L such that the linear span of y and M is L and
(y+tx^+M) fl K = (j> . V is the linear span of M , y + tx2 , and x2 .
Suppose ax2 + b(y+tx2) + m = 0 where m is in M . Then 
(a+bt)x2 + by + m = 0 and if a + bt i- 0 , x2 is in L which cannot
be. Thus a + bt = 0 . If b / 0 , y is in M which is again a
contradiction. Therefore, a = b = 0 and if z is any element of V , 
z is a unique linear combination z = ux2 + v(y+tx2) +m where m is
in M . Define f on V by f(x2) = 1 , f(y+tx2) = 0 and f(M) = 0 .
To show f is monotone, take z in K and consider the following two
cases.
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Case A: v < 0 . Then -vt x2 belongs to K so ux2 + vy + m 
is in K , i.e. ux2 + w is in K where w = vy + m belongs to L . 
Therefore u > 0 and f(z) = u > 0 .
Case B: v > 0 . y + tx2 + uv-"' x2 + belongs to K where
1 - 1  1 m is in M . If u < 0 , -uv x2 is in K so y + tx2 + m is in
K which contradicts (y+tx2+M)D K = <f> . Therefore u > 0 and
f(z) = u > 0 . Thus, f is monotone on K .
x = y + tx2 + [(a-1 ) - t]x2 so f(x) = (a-1 ) - t < 0 .
Definition 3.1.2. A set P = {f_: s in S} of linear func-1 s
tionals is said to be total with respect to a set A if for any x(^0)
in A there exists an s in S with f (x) ^ 0 .s
The question of when a cone in a linear lattice is the inter­
section of half-spaces determined by linear functionals which are also
lattice homomorphisms is taken up in the next chapter. There it will
be shown that if P is a set of lattice homomorphisms which is total 
with respect to the positive cone K , then K is the intersection 
of half-spaces determined by the elements of P . To say that there 
exists a set of lattice homomorphisms which is total with respect to 
K is equivalent to saying there exists a set of maximal, proper lattice 
ideals whose intersection is zero. Monotonic linear functionals are 
associated with order ideals and a knowledge of the theorems in chapter 
IV might lead one to suspect that if there were enough monotonic linear 
functionals so that the set of monotonic functionals was total with 
respect to K (or, equivalently, that there were enough maximal, proper 
order ideals so that their intersection was zero), K would be the 
intersection of half-spaces. Unfortunately, this is far from being true, 
as the next example shows. The example also shows a set of monotone 
linear functionals may be total with respect to a set but not be total
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with respect to the linear span of the set.
?
Example 3.1.2. In R , take the positive cone K to be the
set {(x,y): x > 0, y > 0}u{(x,0): x > 0} . Any line through the
origin which does not intersect K is a maximal, proper order ideal
and thus the intersection of all such ideals is {0} . Further, the
set {f} where f is defined by f((x,y)) = x is total with respect
to K but K is not the intersection of half-spaces and {f} is
2
not total with respect to R which is the linear span of K .
The next lemma is useful when dealing with archimedean ordered 
linear spaces in that it reduces the number of cases which must be con­
sidered when showing a wedge is the intersection of half-spaces. It is 
not a corollary of theorem 3 .1 .2 , but its proof is very similar to the 
proof that (2 ) implies (3 ) of that theorem.
Lemma 3.1.2. If V is an archimedean ordered linear space of 
dimension greater than one with positive wedge K and F is a collec­
tion of monotonic linear functionals such that for every x which is 
not in K U  (-K) there exists an element f in F with f(x) < 0 , 
then K = fl{{x: f(x) > 0}: f in F} .
Proof: Take any non-zero element y in -K , choose z in K
such that y and z are linearly independent and set A = {t > 0:
y + tz in K} . If y + tz is in -K for all t > 0 , then
z < t”\-y) for all t > 0 which implies z < 0 . This is a contra­
diction so there must exist an s > 0 such that y + sz is not in 
-K . If A is empty, y + sz is not in K or in -K so there exists 
an f in F with f(y) ^ f(y+sz) < 0 and therefore y is not in
fl {{x: f(x) > 0}: f in F} .
It cannot be that y + tz is in K for all t > 0 since then
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y would have to be in K because K is lineally closed. Hence
= inf{t >0: y + tz in K} > 0 . Because 0 is in the set 
B = {t < t^ : y + tz in -K} , t2 = sup{t: t in B} is finite.
If t2 = t1, y + t^z would be in K and -K again due to the fact 
that K (and hence -K) is lineally closed. However, this means 
y + t-jZ = 0 which cannot be since z was chosen so that y and z
were linearly independent. Therefore, 0 < t2 < t^ and if one chooses 
s in (t2 ,t1), y + sx is not in K or in -K and so there exists an 
f in F such that f(y) < f(y+sx) < 0 . Therefore, y is not in 
D{{x: f(x) >0}: f in F} .
The next theorem is perhaps the most pleasing one in this 
chapter because it shows that cones in linear lattices with a base 
are the intersection of half-spaces. If one takes advantage of several 
known theorems, one of which just recently appeared in the literature, 
the proof is rather simple.
Definition 3.1.3. A non-empty convex subset B of a linear
space X is a base for a cone K if K = U(tB: t > 0} and the
smallest linear manifold in X containing B does not contain zero.
Theorem 3.1.1. If X is a linear lattice and the positive 
cone P in X has a base B , then P is the intersection of half­
spaces .
Proof: By proposition 3.6, page 26, of Peressini [19],
B = f“^(l)n P for sane strictly monotonic linear functional f .
+If x is not in P, x = x - x“ where x“ i- 0 . x“ = tb
for some t > 0 and b in B , hence f(x~) = t > 0 .
R is order complete so by theorem 2.6.4, page 70, in Jameson [5],
there exists a linear functional g on X with the properties that
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0 < g < f , 
joint from 
Therefore,
g(x-) = f(x“) = t > 0 , and g(x) = 0 for every x dis-
x- . Thus, since x+ a x~ = 0 , g(x+) = 0 and g(x) = -t < 0 .




The following definition is found in Birkhoff [1],
Definition *1.1.1. A function lattice is a linear lattice 
which is linear and lattice isomorphic to a linear lattice of functions 
on some set under pointwise addition, scalar multiplication, supremum 
and infimum.
One answer to the question of when the cone in a linear lattice 
is the intersection of half-spaces determined by lattice homomorphisms 
has been given indirectly by Nakayama [18]. The purpose of this chapter 
is to state and prove Nakayama's [18] theorem which gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for an abstract linear lattice to be linear 
and lattice isomorphic to a function lattice using terminology and tech­
niques more common to analysis than algebra. Several equivalent ways 
of formulating these conditions are also given and the whole chapter 
forms a background for section 1 of chapter VII. In addition, lemma 
4.1.1 will be needed in chapter 5, section 2 .
Example 3.1.2 shows that a set of monotonic linear functionals 
may be total with respect to the positive wedge K in an ordered linear 
space without the wedge being the intersection of half-spaces. The next 
lemma shows that this situation is impossible if the monotonic linear 
functionals are also lattice homomorphisms.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let X be a linear lattice with a positive cone
P and let F = { f :  sin S} be a set of lattice homomorphisms which s
is total with respect to P . Then
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i) P = D{{x: f (x) >0}: s in S} s
ii) F is total with respect to X .
Proof: If x is in K , f„(x) > 0 for all s in S■ s
because each f is a lattice hcmomorphism, therefore monotonic.
Hence x is in fl{{x: f (x) > 0}: s in S} . Now assume x iss
in fl{{x: f (x) > 0}: s in S) , Because X is a lattice,
S  "*
x = x+ - x“ = xvO + (-x)vO and for every s in S , f (x) =s
f (xvO) + f ((-x)vO) = f (x)v0 + f ((-x)vO) = f (x) + f ((-x)vO) .
5 S S o o b
Therefore f (x-) = f ((-x)vO) = 0 for all s in S which implies s s
x- = 0 because F is total with respect to P and x- is in P .
Thus x = x+ > 0 , i.e. x is in K .
To show F is total with respect to X , let x = x+ - x-
be any element in X such that f (x) = 0 for every s in S . Then
S
f (x+) = f (xvO) = f (x)v0 = 0 and because F is total with respect s s s
to P , x+ = 0 . But then x = -x" and f_(x“) = -f (x) = 0 and
S S
again because F is total with respect to P , x- = 0 so x = 0 .
Nakayama1s theorem as given in Birkhoff [1] asserts the equivalence
of statements (2) and (3) of the following theorem. The equivalence of 
these statements is proved by referring to previous theorems which are 
algebraic in nature and do not use lemma 2 .1.7 connecting maximal, 
proper ideals with lattice homomorphisms.
Theorem 4.1.1. If P is the positive cone in a linear lattice 
X , the following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists a set F = { f :  s in S} of lattice homomor-s
phisms on X such that P = fl{(x: f (x) >0}: s in S} .s
(2) X is a function lattice.
(3) The intersection of all maximal, proper lattice ideals
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of X is {0} .
(4) There exists a set F = {f : s 'in S} of lattice
s
homomorphisms which is total with respect to P .
Proof: To show (1) implies (2), define a map T from X to
the linear lattice of all real valued functions on F by (Tx)(f) = f(x) 
for every f in F and every x in X . Since each f in F is a 
lattice homomorphism* T is a linear and lattice homomorphism. P 
is a cone so F must be total with respect to P , hence with respect 
to X by lemma 4.1.1, and therefore T is injective.
Let X be a lattice of functions on sane set Y . For every
y in Y , Iy = {x in X; x(y) =0} is a maximal proper lattice ideal
and clearly D{Iy: y in Y} = {0} , thus (2) implies (3) .
Suppose M is a maximal proper lattice ideal of X . M is 
of co-dimension one and for x in P\M , u in M , tx + u > 0 only 
if t > 0. Thus a linear functional on X defined by f(u+tx) = t
for u in M is a monotonic linear functional whose kernel is a
lattice ideal. Therefore f is a lattice homomorphism by lemma 2.1.7 
and consequently (3) implies (4).




1. S-discrete archimedean ordered linear spaces
2 2 3
The circular cone K = {(x,y,z): z > (x +y ) } in RJ is
the intersection of many different sets of half-spaces and there is no
way of singling out such a set which is unique enough to determine what
one would intuitively feel justified in calling a "face" of the cone.
The contents of this chapter are conditions for archimedean ordered
linear spaces satisfying the Riesz decomposition property and for linear
lattices which will insure that the positive cone is the intersection
of a set of half-spaces which is unique in a strong enough sense to
enable one to say the cone has "faces".
Definition 5.1.1. A set F = {f„: s in S} of linear func-111 s
tionals on a linear space V will be called minimum total with respect
to a set A of V if F is total with respect to A but for any s
in S , F - {fg} is not total with respect to A.
Definition 5.1.2. A set A = {x„: s in S} is an S-gener- 1 — s ■
ating set for the ordered linear space V if A satisfies the following 
properties:
i) Each xg in A is an extremal element of the positive 
wedge K of V .
ii) No element of A is a scalar multiple of any other ele­
ment of A (i.e. A is a set of non-equivalent elements).
iii) For every x > 0 there exists an element x in A ands
a scalar t > 0 such that 0 < txg < x .
In the case where V is an archimedean linear lattice it will 
be shown (section 2) that A is a set which, in J. J. Masterson's [12]
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terminology, generates the lattice.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let A = {x„: s in S} and B = {x^ .: t In T}
■ ” S u
be two S-generating sets for an ordered linear space V, . For every
x in A there exists one and only one x, in' B such that s t
xs = r^x^ for some non-zero scalar rg^ and conversely. That is,
A and B are in. one-to-one correspondence, the pairing of elements 
being xg— x^ if and only if xg = r^x^ for some scalar rgt > 0 .
Proof: First observe that by definition extremal elements are
non-zero so zero is not in A or in B and thus the r ^  given in
the pairing of x and x, will never be zero.
S L>
Take any xfc in B . By definition there exists an xg in
A and a scalar v ^  > 0 such that 0 < vgtxs < xfc . However, x^_
is an extremal element so v , x = u , x, for some scalar u . > 0st s st t st
and therefore xg = r^x^ where rgt = u ^ v ^ -'*' . If there exists
another x in B with x„ = r x , x, = r ,-1r x which contra-w s sw w t st sw w
diets the fact that no element of B is a scalar multiple of any other
element of B . All arguments regarding A and B are symmetric
so the correspondence in the other direction is automatic.
Lemma 5.1.2. Let V be an ordered linear space with positive
cone K and F = { f :  s in S} be a set of monotonic linear func-s
tionals which is minimum total with respect to K and such that
K = fl {{x: f (x) > 0>: s in S} . Then K contains an S-generatings
set A = {x : s in S} (same indexing set for both A and F) .s
Proof: For every s in S , F - {f } is not total with respect
"  1 1 1  S
to K so there exists an x in K such that f, (x ) = 0 for alls t s
t in S different from s but x ^ 0 . F is total, however, sos
f (x ) ft 0 and by taking a positive scalar multiple of x we may 
s s s
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as well assume f-j-CXg) = .
Given x > 0 , f (x) ^ 0 for some s in S for otherwisew
-x would be in K also which contradicts the assumption that K
is a cone. Let r = f (x) and consider the element x - rx . Ifs s
t is in S but different from s , ft(x-rxg) = f^(x) > 0 and
f (x-tx ) = 0 so x - rx„ is in K , i.e. x > rx„ > 0 .s' s s 3 — s
Now suppose 0 < x < xg for sane s in S . Because each
f in F is monotone, 0 < f, (x) < f, (x ) = 0 for each t(^s) inS ^ u s
S . Let r = f (x) . Then f, (rx -x) = 0 for all t in S soS u s
rx - x = 0 , i.e. x = rx which shows each x in A is ans ’ s s
extremal element. Further, if x = rx, for t j- s , 0 = f. (x ) =
S L> 0 S
rf, (x,) = r which implies r = 0 , therefore x = 0 which is a 
contradiction.
Lemma 5.1.3. Suppose V is an ordered linear space with
positive cone K and F = {fg: s in S} , G = {g^ : t in T} are
two sets of monotonic linear functionals which are both minimum total
sets with respect to K and are such that K =Pl{{x: f (x) > 0}: ss —
in S} = fl{{x: g^ -Cx) >0}: t in T} . Then F and G are in one-
to-one correspondence, i.e. the same indexing set, say S , may be used
for both F and G .
Proof: Let A be the S-generating set for K associated with
F given by lemma 5.1.2 and B be the S-generating set associated
with G likewise given by lemma 5.1.2. Lemma 5.1.1 shows A and
B are in one-to-one correspondence, hence F and G are also in
one-to-one correspondence.
Note that even though by taking positive scalar multiples of
the elements of G in the above lemma one may assume A = {x : s in S}s
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is the S-generating set associated with both P and G , i.e.
g(x,) = <5 , = f (x,) for all t and s in S , it does not necessarily
S t Su S Xf
follow that g = f because A may not span V . However, suppose s s
K is a reproducing cone in an n-dimenslonal ordered linear space and
P = {f : s in S} is a set of monotonic linear functionals which iss
minimum total with respect to K and such that K = fl{{x: f (x) > 0}:s
s in S} . If F is total with respect to K , P must contain at 
least n linearly independent elements but if P contains more than 
n elements at least n of which are linearly independent, then one may
remove an element from F and still have a total set which cannot be 
if one assumes F is a minimum total set. Thus F has exactly 
n linearly independent elements and in this case one may conclude V 
is a lattice with the order induced by K and = f^ for every t 
in S which proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.1. Suppose V is an n-dimensional ordered linear 
space with positive cone K and F = {fs: s in S} , G = {gj.: t in T} 
are two sets of monotonic linear ftnctionals which are both minimum total 
sets with respect to K and are such that
K =fl{{x: fs(x) > 0}: s in S} =0{{x: g^x) > 0}: t in T} .
Then the cardinality of both S and T is n and every element of F
is a scalar multiple of exactly one element of G and conversely. 
Furthermore, V is a lattice with the order induced by K .
A necessary and sufficient condition for a collection F of
monotonic linear functionals which is minimum total with respect to K
and is such that K = D{{x: f(x) > Oh f in F} to be "unique"
in the sense of theorem 5 .1.1 in certain types of infinite dimensional 
spaces will be given in theorem 5.1 A
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The following theorem is the key tool for studying minimum 
total sets in ordered linear spaces and for obtaining the representa­
tion theorems of section 2 for discrete linear lattices.
Theorem 5-1.2. Let V be an archimedean ordered linear space 
with a reproducing cone K which possesses the Riesz decomposition 
property and suppose z is a fixed extremal element of K . For 
each x in K define
f(x) = sup{t_> 0 : x > tz} .
Then f is positive homogeneous and additive on K and the extension 
of f to all of V defined by f(x) = fCx^ - f(x2) where 
x = x^ - x2 , x^ and x2 in K , is a monotonic linear functional.
Proof: The functional f is well defined on K because K
is lineally closed. It follows from the definition of f that f
is positive homogeneous on K . If f is additive on K , theorem
1.5.6, page 20, Jameson [5], shows the extension to V is a linear
functional, thus the extension is monotonic. It remains to show f 
is additive on K .
Given x and y in K , let r = f(x) and s = f(y) . Then
for any e > 0 there exists t^ > 0 and t2 > 0 such that
t ^ > r - e  , tj > s - e and t^z < x , t2z < y . Hence
^l+^2 ^z - x + y f(x+y) > t^ + t2 > r + s - 2e for any e > 0 ,
therefore, f(x+y) > f(x) + f(y) .
Now suppose tz < x + y for some t > 0 . By the Riesz decom­
position property, tz = u + v where 0 < u < x , 0 < v < y and
hence tz > u , tz > v . However, tz is an extremal element of K
so u = t1 (tz) , v = t2(tz) and consequently tz = t(t1+t2)z which
implies t^ + t2 = 1 . Furthermore, tt1z < x and tt2z < y so
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f(x) > tt^ and f(y) > tt2 which shows f(x) + f(y) > t(t1+t2) = t . 
Finally,
f(x+y) = sup{t > 0 : tz < x + y} < f(x) + f(y) .
This last result together with that of the last paragraph shows 
f(x+y) = f(x) + f(y) and therefore f is additive on K .
Definition 5.1.3. An S-discrete ordered linear space is one 
whose positive cone contains a set A = {x : s in S} which is anS
S-generating set for the space and which satisfies the following 
property.
(Q) Given a pair of elements x^ and x2 in K ,
if for each scalar t > 0 and xg in A such
that tx„ < x, it is also true that tx„ < x0 , s i  s 2 5
then x^  ^< x2 .
Theorem 5.1-3. Let V be an archimedean ordered linear space
with a reproducing cone K which satisfies the Riesz decomposition
property. There exists a set F = { f :  s in S} of monotonic linears
functionals which is minimum total with respect to K and such that
K = D{{x: f (x )  > 0 : s in S}
if and only if V is an S-discrete ordered linear space.
Proof: Assume first there exists a set F = {f„: s in S}■ s
of monotonic linear functionals which is minimum total with respect
to K and such that
K = D{{x: fs(x) > 0}: all s in S} .
Lemma 5.1.2 shows there exists an S-generating set A = { x : s in S}s
with ft(xg) = 6st for every t and s in S .
Now suppose x^ and ix2 are in K and for each scalar
t > 0 and each x„ in A such that tx„ < xn it is also true that- s s - 1
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tx < x„ . For a fixed s in S , let t = f (x,) and consider s - 2 * s s 1
the element x, - t x . If t(/s) is in S ,
x, > t x . But then xn > t x also and hence (each f is 1 - s s 2 - s s  s
monotonic), fe(Xo) > t = f_(x,) . Because s was taken to be any
u £. S S X
element of S , fg(x2-x1) > 0 for all s in S which implies
To prove the converse suppose V is an S-discrete ordered
linear space and let A = {x : s in S} be a set which generates V
s
(i.e. is an S-generating set for V) and satisfies property (Q). For
every s in S , x is an extremal element of K so let f bes s
the monotonic linear functional defined by x as in theorem 5.1.2.
b
If t(^s) is in S , f (x, ) = 0 because 0 < rx < x, for some
S u S Xf
r / 0 would imply x was a scalar multiple of x, which is nots u
possible by the way A is defined. Therefore ft(xg) = for every
s and t in S .
Assume x is in K and f (x) = 0 for every s in S .s
Then no scalar t > 0 or xg in A exists such that 0 < txg < x ,
therefore (again by the definition of A) x = 0 and F is total
with respect to K*F-{f } is not total with respect to K becauses
f, (x ) = 0  for any f, in F - {f } but x ¥ 0 . Thus F is a
X> S U S S
set of monotonic linear functionals which is minimum total with respect 
to K .
Now suppose x is not in K ; i.e. x = x1 ~ x 2 where x^ and
x2 are in K but it is not the case that x^ > x2 . If for all s
in S , fs(x1) > fs(x2) , then
sup{t > 0 : txg < x1> > sup{t > 0 : txg < x2>
aid fgCx-L-t^) = fB(x1) - f8(x1) = 0  so x1 - tsxs > 0 , i.e.sv 1 s s
x2 - X 1 > 0 , i.e. x2 > xx .
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and hence for any t > 0 , tx < x2 implies (using the archimedean 
property of V) tx, < x, which according to property (Q) of a
•b JL
discrete ordered linear space implies x 2 < x^ . This is contradic­
tory to the initial assumption so for sane s in S , f (xn) <
S X
f (xQ) and f (x) = f (x,-x0) < 0 showing K = fl{{s: f (x) i 0}:
S c. S S X c. S
s in S} .
The following theorem is the one premised in the remarks
following theorem 5 .1 . 1 and gives conditions under which a set
F = {f : s in S} of monotonic linear functionals which is minimums
total with respect to K and such that K = f|{{x: f_(x) > 0}: s ins
S} is unique in the sense that if G is another set of linear func­
tionals with the same properties, every element of G is a scalar 
multiple of an element of F and conversely.
Theorem 5 - 1 . Let V be an archimedean ordered linear space 
with a reproducing cone K which satisfies the Reisz decomposition
property. Suppose F = {f • s in S} and G = {g : s in S}s s
are two sets of monotonic linear functionals which are both minimum 
total with respect to K and are such that
K = D{{x: f_(x) >0}: s in S} = D{{x: g_(x) > 0}: s in S} .s s
Then every element of F is a positive (non-zero) scalar multiple of
exactly one element of G and conversely.
Proof: Because of lemma 5.1.3, the same indexing set S may
be used for both F and G in the statement of the theorem.
Let A = (x : s in S} be the S-generating set associated s
with F by lemma 5.1.2, i.e. L ^ xs^  = 6st for every ^ s 111
S , and for a given x_ in A let h be the linear functionals s
defined by x as in theorem 5.1.2. In particular, if x > 0 , s
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h (x) = sup{t z 0 : txo £ x} and because tx„ < x implies t < f0 (x) ,s s s s
hs(x) < fa(x) .
Now suppose h„(x) < f_(x) let r = f_(x) - h(x) > 0 andS S  S S
consider x - (h (x)+r)x . For t(^s) in S ,s s
ft(x-(hs(x)+r)xs) = ft(x) - (hg(x)+r) ft(xg) = ffe(x) > 0 .
fs(x-(hs(x)+r)xs) = fg(x) - hg(x) - r = fg(x) - hg(x) - fg(x) +
h (x) = 0 . Because K = n{{x: f„(x) >0}: s in S} ,s s
x - (hg(x)+r)xg > 0 ,
i.e. x > (h (x)+r)x .s s
However, by the way h is defined, h (x) > h (x) + r which is as s s
contradiction. Therefore h (x) = f (x) for every x in K ands s
because K is reproducing, h = f on V .s s
If B = {y : s in S} is the S-generating set associateds
with G by lemma 5.1.2, lemma 5.1.1 implies (after perhaps relabeling
the elements of B) xo = t y  for every s in S . Let j be thes s s s
linear functional defined by y as in theorem 5.1.2. For a givens
x > 0 , tx_ < x if and only if tt v < x so j_ = t h . An argumentS S S S S
identical to that of the above paragraph shows g = j and therefore5 S
g_ = t f for every s in S .S S s
In the remarks preceding theorem 5.1.1 it was observed that
a finite dimensional ordered linear space with a reproducing cone
K = D{{x: f^Cx) > 0}: s in S} where F = {f : s in S} is a s s
minimum total set with respect to K is actually a linear lattice. The 
next example shows first that there are S-discrete ordered linear spaces 
which are archimedean and satisfy the Reisz decomposition property so 
the theory developed in theorems 5 .1.3 and 5.1.4 is non-vacuous, and 
secondly, there are such spaces which are not linear lattices and thus
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the theory referred to is indeed a generalization of that developed in 
the next section on linear lattices. It will be shown in chapter VI 
that a finite dimensional archimedean ordered linear space with the 
Reisz decomposition property is in fact a linear lattice and therefore 
one must go to infinite dimensional spaces to find such examples.
Example 5.1.1. Let ' M be the set of continuous real valued
functions defined on [0 ,2] for which f(l) = f(0 ) + f(2 ) and take the
order on M to be the usual order of a function space. Namioka [17] 
has shown that M is an ordered linear space with a reproducing cone 
which satisfies the Reisz decomposition property but is not a linear 
lattice.
Let N be the set of all functions on [0,2] which vanish at
all but a countable number of points of [0,2] and consider V = M ® N ,
again with the usual ordering of a function space. The positive cone 
in V is reproducing and V is archimedean.
Consider f in V defined by f(x) = x - 1 on [0,2] , 
assume V is a linear lattice, and let g = fvO . Then g = fvO =
h+j where h is in M and j is in N . If h(x) < 0 for seme
x in [0,2] , then by the continuity of h , h is negative on an 
uncountable subset of [0,2] and therefore h+j cannot be positive, 
hence h > 0 . Similarly h > f and therefore h(l) = h(0) +
h(2) > 0 + f(2) = 1 . Because h is continuous, given any e >0
there exists a neighborhood G of 1 such that h(x) > 1 - e for
any x in G . Since j(x) / 0 at only a countable number of points,
there exists an Xq in G such that j(xQ) = 0 . Define a function
k in N by k(x) = 0 for x ^ 0 and k(xQ) = -e . For x i- xQ ,
h(x)+j(x)+k(x) = h(x)+j(x) > f(x), 0
and h(xQ)+j(x0)+k(xQ) = h(x0)+k(xQ) > l - e - e = l - 2 e .  If e 
and the neighborhood G are choosen small enough, 1 - 2e > 0, f(xQ) 
and therefore h+J+k > f, 0; but h+j+k < h+j which contradicts the 
assumption that h+j = fvO . Thus V is not a linear lattice.
To show V has the Reisz decomposition property, suppose 
hpt^, and h^ are in M, J1, j2, and 81,6 ^  h2+^2 - °»
h3+J*3 ” ° 5 3X1(1 0 ^ hi+J'i i (h2+J2) + (h^+j^) • Then h^ < (h2+h^) +
(t32+J3—*5i) • Tf h^x) > h2 (x) + h^Cx) for sane x in [0 ,2] the 
continuity of h^, h2 and h^ inplies h^(y) > h2 (y) + h^(y) for 
an uncountable subset of [0 ,2 ] and because j2 (x) + J3 (x) - j-^ Cx) = 0 
at all but a countable number of points, h^ < (h^h^) + (j2+j3” 
would be impossible. Therefore h^ < h2 + h^ and because M has the
Reisz deconposition property, h^ = k^ + k2 where 0 < k^ < h2 and
0 < k2 < hs . Now for a given x in [0,2] ,
0 < k1(x)+k2(x)+j1(x) < [h2(x)+j2(x)] + [h3(x)+J3(x)] 
and because R is a linear lattice,
k1(x)+k2(x)+J1(x) = l1(x)+l2(x) 
where 0 < l^x) < h2(x)+J2(x)
and 0 < l2(x) £ h3(x)+J3(x) .
Then j^x) = [l1 (x)-k1 (x)] + [l2 (x)-k2 (x)] . Let
B = {x: j1 (x) f 0} u  {x: J2(x) ? 0} u {x: j3(x) / 0} . For x 
not in B define r^x) = 0 and r2 (x) = 0 while for x in B 
define r^x) = 1-^x) - k^x) and r2 (x) = l2 (x) - k2(x) . Because 
B is countable, and r2 are in N and = r-^  + r2 . Now
h]_ + j]_ = (k^+r^) + (k2+r2) and if x is not in B ,
0 < fc^xHr^x) = ^(x) < h2(x) = h2(x)+j2(x) ,
0 < k2(x)+r2(x) = k2(x) £ h3(x) = hgCxJ+j^x) .
ill
If x Is in B ,
0 < l^x) = k1(x)+r1 (x) < hgCxJ+jgCx) 
and 0 < l2 (x) = k2 (x)+r2 (x) < h^CxJ+j^Cx)
and thus 0 < k^h^ < h2+j2 , 0 < k2+r2 < h^+j 3 which shows V
has the Reisz decomposition property.
For any t in [0,2] let x^ be the function defined on 
[0,2] by xfc(s) = 6gt for any s in [0,2] . The set A = {x^ : t 
In [0,2]} is clearly an S-generating set for V satisfying property 
(Q), hence V is an S-discrete ordered linear space.
2. Discrete linear lattices
If X is a linear lattice the results of the previous section 
may be inproved because fewer properties are needed to prove what are 
basically the same type of theorems. The situation in the literature 
is somewhat clouded by the fact that several authors study lattices 
with apparently different properties which turn out to be equivalent; 
in fact, for archimedean lattices the representation theorems at the 
last of this section show all these lattices to be isomorphic to 
certain types of function lattices.
In order to show how the results of this section are related to 
the existing literature these definitions and their relation to each 
other are included in this section.
Definition 5.2.1. An element x of a linear lattice X is
a discrete element of X if it is a non-zero, positive element of X 
and for every y such that 0 < |y| < x , y = tx for seme scalar t .
This is the definition of a discrete element given in Masterson [12].
Definition 5.2.2. An element x of a linear lattice is said
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to be HN-discrete if x is non-zero and for every y such that 
| y 1 < | x | , y = tx for some scalar t . HN-discrete elements are called 
discrete elements in Halperin and Nakano [4]. The notation HN-discrete 
is the authors and is introduced only to distinguish Halperin and 
Nakano's definition from Masterson's.
Lemma 5.2.1. If X is a linear lattice and x is an element 
of X , the following statements are equivalent,
i) x is an extremal element
ii) x is a discrete element
iii) x is positive and HN-discrete.
Proof: Assume x is an extremal element of X and y in
X is such that 0 < |y| < x . Since y = y+vy“ , 0 < y+vy“ < x and
thus 0 < y + < x , 0 < y _ < x .  Therefore y+ = rx , y  = sx and
y = y+ - y” = (r-s)x showing x is a discrete element.
If x is a discrete element, x is positive by definition 
and |x| = x . Thus |y| < |x| implies 0 < |y| < x and therefore 
y = sx for some scalar s showing X is HN-discrete.
Now suppose x is positive and HN-discrete. If 
0 < y < x , Iyj = y and |x| = x so y = tx for sane scalar t and
because both x and y are positive and the positive wedge in a
linear' lattice is a cone (i.e. sharp), t i O  .
Definition 5.2.3. A T-basis for a linear lattice is a non­
void set A = {x^ : t in T} of non-zero elements such that
(a) x a x , = 0 if s and t are in S and s i- t .s z
(b) For every x > 0 there exists a t > 0 and x ins
A such that x > txg > 0 .
Tanaka [25] calls such sets a basis for a linear lattice but due to the
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overuse of the word "basis" and the fact that Tanaka's terminology 
has not been used elsewhere, such sets will be called a T-basis in 
this paper.
Definition 5.2.4. Vulih [2 7] defines a fundamental system 
in a linear lattice to be a non-void set A = {x^: t in T} of
non-zero, positive elements xfc such that
(a) x a x , = 0 if s and t are in T and s ^ t .
S Xt
(b) A is maximal with respect to property (a).
Definition 5.2.5. A set of elements A = {xfc: t in T}
is a generating set for a linear lattice X , i.e. generates the 
lattice X , if
(a) x ax, = 0 for every t and s in T such that s / t .S t)
(b) xax .^ = 0 for every t in T implies x = 0 .
This definition is due to Masterson [12].
Lemma 5.2.2. If X is an archimdedean linear lattice and 
A = {x^: t in T} is a non-void subset of X , the following
statements are equivalent;
i) A is a T-basis
ii) A is a fundamental system and each x^ in A Is an
extremal element
iii) A is a generating set and each x^ in A is an
extremal element.
Furthermore, if A is an S-generating set as defined in the preceding 
section, A is also a generating set.
Proof: Assume A = {x^ : t in T} is a T-basis and suppose 
there exists a non-zero element y in X but not in A such that 
yAX^ = 0 for every t in T . Then y > 0 and so there exists a
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t > 0 and an x^  in A such that tx_ < y . But then
S S •“
yAX_> tx ax > 0 which is a contradiction. Therefore A is
S S S
is maximal with respect to property (a) and hence is a fundamental 
system.
To show each x is extremal, assume x > y > 0 for some y
S S “
in X . By hypothesis there exists a scalar r > 0 and an x^ in
A such that y > rx^ . If s and t are in T but s ? t ,
XgAXj. > rx^ AXj. > 0 which is a contradiction. Hence t = s and
xo > y > rx . Let rn = max{r >0: y > rx } , (rn is finites s u - s u
because X is archimedean). If y - rnx > 0 , by hypothesis thereu s
exists a scalar u > 0 and an x^ in A such that y - rQxs > ux^ > 0
Then (l-rn)x > y - rnx > ux, > 0  so if s f t , ux,ax, = 0 which
U S  U S  "D “ X  X
is a contradiction. Thus t = s and y - rQxs > uxs > 0 , i.e.
y - (rn+u)x > 0 which contradicts the definition of rn . Consequentlyu s u
y - rnx = 0 , i.e. y = rnx showing x is an extremal element,u s  u s  s
If A is a fundamental system and x^ax = 0 for every t in
T but x / 0  , let B = A u {x} . Then B is a set with property
(a) of definition 5.2.4 and thus A is not maximal with respect to
this property. This is a contradiction so it must be that x = 0
showing A is a generating set for X .
Now assume that A is a generating set and that each x ins
A is an extremal element. For any x > 0 there exists an xg in
A such that xax > 0 . Because x > xax„ > 0 and each x„ iss s s - s
an extremal element, xax = tx for seme t > 0 . Therefore3 s s
x > xax = tx and hence A is a T-basis.- s s
If A is an S-generating set, A satisfies property (b)
of a T-basis by definition and because each x in A is extremal,s
*15
x a x , = 0 if s and t are in S but s ^ t . Therefore A is
S T3
a T-basis, hence a generating set of extremal elements.
In order to obtain a number of the results in section one it 
was assumed that F = { f s: s in S} was minimum total with respect
to K and that
K = fl{{x: f(x) >0}: x in S} .s
The following example shows that even in finite dimensional ordered
linear spaces it is possible to have F minimum total with respect
to K but not have
K = D{{x: f (x) > 0}: x in S} .s
Example 5.2.1. The set 
K = {(XpX^x^x^): x1 > 0,x2 > 0,x3 > 0,x^ > 0}U
{(XpX^x^x^): x1 > 0,x2 > OjX^ > 0,Xjj > 0}U
{(0,0,0,0)}
*» *1 is a cone in R . Define linear functionals f^ and f2 on R
by f1(x1,x2,x3Jxit) = x3 and f^x^x^x^x^) = x^ and let
F = {fpf2> . Then for any x = (XpX^x^x^) in K ,
f^(x) = f2(x) = 0 implies x^ = x^ = 0 which in turn implies
x = (0,0,0,0) and shows F is total with respect to K . F is
minimum total with respect to K because F - {f^} = {f2> and
f2(0,0,1,0) = 0 , F - (f2> = {f^ and f.^0,0,0,1) = 0 . However,
K / H{{x: f^x) >0}: i = 1,2} because (1,1,0,0) belongs to
D{{x: f^x) >0}: i = 1,2} but (1,1,0,0) does not belong to
K . Furthermore, F is not total with respect to V .
Because of lemma 3.1.1* if X is a linear lattice and the
elements of F are also lattice homcmorphisms, the situation occurring
in example 5.2.1 is impossible. ' Lemma 3.1.1 is useful in this section
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because if F is a set of lattice honcmorphisms which is minimum 
total with respect to the positive cone P , P is automatically 
the intersection of half-spaces determined by lattice hcmomorphisms. 
Thus, one does not need to add this hypothesis as in theorems 5.1.3 
and 5.1.4.
The major results of this section depend upon the following 
theorem which is a stronger version of theorem 5.1.2 for the case 
when V is also a linear lattice.
Theorem 5.2.1. Suppose X is an archimedean linear lattice, 
x is a non-zero extremal element of X , and f is the monotonic
linear functional defined by x as in theorem 5.1.2. Then f is
a lattice homomorphism.
Proof: Assume y and z are in X and yAz = O'. Then
either f(y) = 0  or f(z) = 0 for otherwise both f(y) > 0 ,
f(z) > 0 and by the definition of f there exists scalars r > 0 , 
s > 0 with y > rx , z > sx and thus yAZ > (min{r,s})x > 0 which 
is a contradiction. Assume without loss of generality that f (y) = 0 , 
then
f(yVz) = f(yvz+yAz) = f(y+z) = f(y)+f(z) = f(z) = f(y)Vf(z) 
because f is monotone. By theorem 2.1.7, f is a lattice homomor­
phism.
Definition 5.2.6. Masterson [12] defines a discrete linear 
lattice to be a linear lattice with a generating set of extremal 
(discrete) elements. By lemma 5.2.2, this is equivalent to saying 
that X contains an S-generating set. If X is an archimedean 
linear lattice, the same lemma shows this is also equivalent to 
saying X has a T-basis or that X contains a fundamental system
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of extremal (discrete) elements.
Theorem 5.2.2. Let X be an archimedean linear lattice with
positive cone P . There exists a set F = {f : s In S} of
lattice homomorphisms which is minimum total with respect to P
if and only if X is a discrete linear lattice.
Proof: If F = {f: s in S} is a set of lattice homo-  s
morphisms which is minimum total with respect to P let A = {x : ss
in S} be the generating set associated with F as in lemma 5.1.2,
i.e. fgCXfc) = f°r every s and t in S . Each xg is an
extremal element and for every x > 0 there exists a scalar t > 0
and an element xo in A such that 0 < tx < x . If x  a x , > 0s s s u
for seme s f t , then x„ > xax, > 0 and because x is an
S **" S u S
extremal element, x a x , = u x for some u > 0 . But then’ s t s
x, > x a x , = ux and x, is extremal so ux = vx, for some scalart ~ s t s t s t
v contradicting the fact that in a generating set no element is a 
scalar multiple of any other. Thus xgAxfc = 0 for s and t in
S , s / t , and A is a T-basis, i.e. X is a discrete linear
lattice.
Now assume X is a discrete linear lattice (archimedean) and 
let A = {x : s in S} be a generating set for X with each x
S 5
in A an extremal element of X . For each x in As
let f be the lattice homomorphism associated with x by s s
theorems 5.1.2 and 5.2.1, i.e. if x > 0 , f (x) = sup{t > 0 :s
tx < x} . Then fe(x, ) = 6 , for all s and t in S . Since
S “ S X / ST3
X is archimedean, A is also a T-basis by lemma 5.2.2 and thus for
x > 0 there exists a scalar t > 0 and an element x in A suchs
that x > tx so f (x) > t > 0 and therefore F = (f : s in S}•* s s s
is total with respect to the positive cone P in X . Furthermore,
H 8
f, (x ) = 0 for all f. in F - {f_} , t ^ s , but xo ^ 0 so F "C S u s s
is minimum total with respect to P .
Theorem 5.2.3. If X is an archimedean linear lattice the 
following statements are equivalent:
i) X is an S-discrete linear lattice 
ii) X is a discrete linear lattice.
Proof: Since an S-generating set is also a generating set of
extremal elements by lemma 5.2.2, (i) implies (ii).
If X is a discrete linear lattice, X contains a generating
set A = {x : s in S} of extremal elements. A is a T-basiss
by lemma 5.2.2 and therefore A is an S-generating set in X .
It remains to show A satisfies property (Q) of definition 5.1.3-
Let F = {f: s in S} be the minimum total set of lattice homo-s
morphisms associated with A by theorem 5.2.2. If for each scalar
t > 0 and each x in A such that tx < x. it is also true thats s - 1
tx < x0 where x, and xn are two elements of P , then f (x-,) <s - 2  1 2 5 s' 1 -
f (xg) for all s in S . Thus fs(x2_xi) - 0 for s in S
and since by lemma 5.2.3,
P = fl{{x: f (x) > 0}: s in S} ,s
x2 - xx > 0 , i.e. x2 > ^  .
Theorem 5.2.4. If X is an archimedean linear lattice and
F and G are two sets of lattice hcmomoiphisms both minimum total
with respect to the positive cone P in X , then every element of 
F is a non-zero positive scalar multiple of an element of G and 
conversely.
Proof: Since P = fl{{x: f„(x) s. 0}: s in S} by lemma' S
5.2.3, all hypothesis of theorem 5.1.4 are satisfied.
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Definition 5.2.7. For any set G , let s(G) , F(G) , and 
m(G) be defined as follows:
(a) s(G) is the set of all real valued functions on G.
(b) F(G) is the set of all real valued functions on G 
vanishing off of finite subsets of G.
(c) m(G) is the set of all bounded real valued functions
on G.
Theorem 5.2.5. A linear lattice X is linear and lattice 
isomorphic to a sublattice of s(G) containing F(G) for sane set 
G if and only if X is a discrete linear archimedean lattice.
Proof: If V is a sublattice of s(G) containing F(G)
for some set G , A = {x : g in G} where each x is the char-j g g
acteristic function of {g} is a generating set of extremal elements of 
V . Any function lattice is archimedean, thus V and any linear 
lattice which is linear and lattice isomorphic to V is a discrete 
archimedean linear lattice.
Conversely, assume X is a discrete archimedean linear lattice 
and let G be a set of lattice hancmorphisms which is minimum total 
with respect to the positive cone P in X . Such a set exists by 
theorem 5.2.2. Define T: X -*■ s(G) by (Tx)(g) = g(x) for every
g in G and x in X . Since P is a cone and P = H{{x:
g(x) >0}: g in G} by lemma 5.2.3, G must be total with respect
to P and hence with respect to X again by lemma 5.2.3, and there­
fore, T is one to one. T is a linear isomorphism and for any x 
and y in X , (T(xvy))(g) = g(xvy) = g(x)vg(y) = (Tx) (g)v(Ty) (g) = 
((Tx)v(Ty)) (g) for all g in G so T(xvy) = (Tx)v(Ty) and T is 
also a lattice isomorphism.
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Now let A = {x : g in G} be the generating set of extremal
6
elements associated with G as In lemma 5.2.3. Since (Tx )(f) =
6
f(x ) = 6„ for every f and g in G , T(X) contains the char-
S IS
acteristic functions of all singletons and therefore T(X) contains 
F(G) .
Theorem 3.2.6. A linear lattice X Is linear and lattice
isomorphic to F(G) for some set G if and only if;
i) X is a discrete archimedean linear lattice
ii) If A = { x :  s in S} is a generating set of extremals
elements and x > 0 , (x in A: x > x }  is a finite set.* s - s
Proof: F(G) is a discrete archimedean linear lattice with a 
generating set A = {x : g in G} , (here x is the characteristic
6 o
function of {g} as in theorem 5.2.4), which satisfies properties (i) 
and (ii).
Conversely, assume X is a discrete archimedean linear lattice
and let G , T and A be the same as in theorem 5.2.5. For any
x in X , x = x+ - x- and Tx = Tx+ - Tx- . Property (ii) implies
(Tx+)(g) = g(x+) = sup{t >0: tx < x+} ^ 0 for only a finite number
S
of g in G . Similarly, (Tx-)(g) i- 0 for only a finite number of
g in G so T(X) C F(G) . By theorem 5.2.5, T(X) DF(G) and thus
T(X) = F(G) .
Definition 5.2.8. A set A={x„: s in S} of elements is' s
said to be disjoint if x_ax^ = 0 for s and t in S , s / t  .
S
Definition 5.2.9. A linear lattice X is said to be 
universally complete if every set of disjoint, positive elements in X 
has a supremum. This definition is due to Masterson [13]. Tanaka 
[2 5] uses the terra full to describe such spaces.
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Theorem 5.2.7. A linear lattice X is linear and lattice 
isomorphic to s(G) for some set G if and only if X is a univer­
sally complete discrete archimedean linear lattice.
Proof: s(G) is a discrete archimedean linear lattice. To
show s(G) is universally complete assume {x : s in S} is as
set of mutually disjoint positive elements in s(G) . If x„(g) > 0s
for some g in G and if t f s , then xfe(g) = 0 because
xax, = 0 . Define y: G + R by y(g) = x (g) if there exists anS u s
s in S such that x (g) > 0 and y(g) = 0  otherwise. By thes
previous remark, y is a well defined element of s(G) and y is
the supremum of {x : s in S} . Thus s(G) is a universally s
complete discrete archimedean linear lattice and any lattice X 
which is linear and lattice isomorphic to s(G) must have the same 
properties.
Conversely, assume X is a universally complete discrete 
archimedean linear lattice and let G , T , and A be as in theorem 
5.2.5. Given an element y > 0 in s(G) , let B = {y(g)z : g in G}
O
where z is the characteristic function of {g} . B is a set of
6
disjoint, positive elements of s(G) contained in T(X) by theorem 
5.2.5 whose supremum (in s(G)) is the element y . T-1[B] =
{y(g)x : g in G} is a set of mutually disjoint, positive elements
s
of X and thus has a supremum, say w > 0 . T is a lattice iso- 
morphism so Tw > T(y(g)x ) = y(g)z for every g in G , hence
" " 6  o
Tw > y . If Tw > y , (Tw)(g) > y(g) for sane g in G . Let
6 = (Tw)(g) - y(g) > 0
Then (y(g)+6)z < TW ,
©
(y(g)+«5)x = T-1((y(g)+5)z ) < T_1(Tw) = w ,
© O “
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and y(g)xg < w - Sxg .
Let P be the positive cone in X . Then
P = n{{x: g(x) >0}: g in G} .
For any f / g consider w - 6x - y(f)x„ .
o
f(w-6xg-y(f)xf) = f(w-y(f)xf) > 0 
because f(xg) = 0 and w > y(f)xf . If h is in G but h ^ f ,
h t* g , h(w-6x -y(f)xj = h(w) > 0 because h(x ) = 0 , h(xJ = 0 ,g I g i
and w > 0 .
g(w-6x -y(f)xf) = g(w)-6 = g(w)-(Tw)(g)+y(g) = g(w)-g(w)+y(g) > 0 .
6 x
Therefore w - Sx > y(f)x„ which inplies w - Sx is an upper boundo X g
for T-1[B] and therefore w < w - Sx which is a contradiction.
g
Hence, TW = y and consequently T(X) = s(G) .
Tanaka [25] has characterized F(G) as an archimedean linear 
lattice with a T-basis satisfying property (ii) of theorem 4.2.6 and 
s(G) as a full (universally complete) archimedean linear lattice with 
a T-basis. Consequently, one could establish the validity of the above 
theorems simply by calling attention to lemma 5.2.2 proving the equi­
valence of T-basis and generating set of extremal elements in archimedean 
linear lattices and then referring to Tanaka's paper. However, this 
approach does not make direct use of the geometric character of the 
positive cones in such lattices; namely, that they are the intersection 
of half-spaces determined by a minimum total set of lattice hcmomorphisms.
The following theorem is a characterization of m(G) in 
terms of its lattice properties.
Theorem 5.2.8. A linear lattice X is linear and lattice 
isomorphic to m(G) for seme set G if and only if X is a boundedly 
complete, discrete linear lattice whose positive cone P contains a 
core point.
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Proof: Characteristic functions of singletons {g} for g
in G are extremal elements of m(G) so m(G) is a discrete linear
lattice whose positive cone P has a core point. To show m(G) is
boundedly complete assume B = { x :  s in S} is a set of elementss
bounded above by some element z in m(G) . For each g in G
define y(g) = sup{x : s in S} . Then y is in m(G) and is thes
supremum of the set B . Thus m(G) is boundedly complete.
Now assume X is a boundedly complete discrete linear lattice
whose positive cone P has a core point, say e . Let G be a set
of lattice homomorphisms which is minimum total with respect to P . 
Since each g in G • is non-zero, f(e) > 0 by lemma 2.1.4 and by 
taking appropriate scalar multiples of each g one may as well assume
g(e) = 1 for every g in G . Now let A = {x : g in G} be the
§
generating set of extremal elements associated with G , i.e. f(x^) =
Sj, for every f and g in G . The mapping T: X -> s(G) defined
as in previous theorems by (Tx)(g) = g(x) for every g in G and 
x in X is a linear and lattice is morphism and in particular,
Te = 1 where 1 denotes the constant one function on G .
For any x in X , —|x| < x < |xj so if iy is bounded in
s(G) for any positive element y in X it will follow that
T(X) Q m(G) . If y > 0 , there exists a t > 0 such that
0 < ty < e and thus T(ty) < Te which implies
ty(g) = (T(ty))(g) < (Te)(g) = g(e) = 1
for all g in G . Therefore iy is bounded in s(G) .
Now suppose y is a positive element of m(G) and as in
the previous theorem let z be the characteristic function of {g} .
§
Since y is bounded on G there exists a scalar t > 0 such that
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ty < 1 . B = {ty(g)z : g in G} is a set of elements contained in
S
T(X) by theorem 5-2.5 and whose supremum in m(G) is ty < 1 .
Thus T-1[B] = {ty(g)x : g in G} is a set of elements bounded
6
above by T ’^'Cl) = e . Let w be the supremum of T-^[B] . Then
TW > y because T is monotone.
If Tw > y , (Tw)(g) > y(g) for some g in G . Let
6 = (Tw)(g) - y(g) > 0 . Then (y(g)+6)z < Tw , (y(g)+6)x =
g e>
T_1((y(g)+fi)z ) < T-1(Tw) = w , and y(g)x < w - fix . For any f
O & O
in G , f / g ,  consider w - fix - y(f)x„ . f(w-6x -y(f)x„) =
g I &
f(w-y(f)xf) > 0 because f(xg) = 0 , w > y(f)xf , and
P = fl{{x: g(x) >0}: g in G} . If h is in G but h ji f ,
h ^ g  , h(w-6x -y(f)xf) > h(w) > 0 because h(x ) = 0 and h(xf) = 0 
and w > 0 .
g(w-6xg-y(f)xf) = g(w)-5 = g(w)-(Tw)(g)+y(g) = g(w)-g(w)+y(g) > 0 . 
Therefore w - fix > y(f)x„ which inplies w - fix is an upper bound
g I g
for T-^[B] and thus w < w - fix which is a contradiction. Hence,
6
TW = y and consequently T(X) = m(G) .
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CHAPTER VI 
CONES WITH POSITIVE ALGEBRAIC BASIS
1. Basic theory and Yudin's theorem
When the symbol T a x  Is used In this chapter it iss s
implicitly assumed that the sum is over all elements s of some 
predetermined indexing set S where all but a finite number of the 
coefficients as are zero.
Definition 6.1.1. A subset A = {x„: s in S} of non-'_ 1 s
zero elements of the positive wedge K in an ordered linear space V
is called a positive algebraic basis for V if
i) A is an algebraic basis for V
ii) K = {£ asxs: ag > 0 all s in S}
The next theorem is well known.
Theorem 6.1.1. An ordered linear space V with a positive 
algebraic basis A = {x : s in S) is a discrete, archimedean,o
linear lattice.
Proof: Given x = £ agxs and y = I bgxg in V , xvy =
7(a vb Jx^, . u s s s
If x = y a x  and y = Y b x are such that x < ty forL s s  ^ s s —
all t > 0 , I(tb -a_)x > 0 , I.e. tb -a > 0 for all t > 0 which" s s s s s
implies ag < 0 for all s in S so x < 0  and V is archimedean.
It follows from (ii) of definition 6.1.1 that each x iss
extremal so x a x . = 0 for s / t . Part (ii) of definition-6.1.1
S u
also implies that if x > 0 there exists a t > 0 and an x in
s
A such that 0 < tx < x . Therefore A is a T-basis and V is as _
discrete lattice.
If V is an n-dimensional archimedean ordered linear space
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with reproducing cone K which satisfies the Riesz decomposition 
property, the last theorem of this section, theorem 6.1.4, shows 
there exists n monotonic linear functionals f^,‘••,fn such that 
K = D{{x: f^x) >0}: i = 1, •••,n} . Let x^ be a non-zero
element of K in fl{{x: f^(x) = 0}: i j- j} . Then
{xi: i = l,**’,n} is a positive algebraic basis for V . Krein
and Rutman [10], and Nagy [16], prove a corresponding theorem with 
the hypothesis that V is a linear lattice replacing the assumption 
that V has the Riesz decomposition property.
In finite dimensional spaces with a reproducing cone, the 
existence of a minimum total set P = {f-^ , • • • ,fn> is equivalent to 
the existence of a positive algebraic basis. However, if the space 
is infinite dimensional and the positive cone K is the intersection 
of half-spaces determined by a set P of monotone linear functionals 
which is minimum total with respect to K , there exists a set A of 
non-equivalent extremal elements which has the same cardinality as 
F but, in general, A will not span V . Hence A will not be a
positive algebraic basis. The lattice s(G) , the space of all real 
valued functions on G , for any infinite set G illustrates this 
point.
Just which class of infinite dimensional archimedean linear 
lattices is to be regarded as the analogue of finite dimensional 
archimedean linear lattices depends on which properties of the finite 
dimensional lattices one requires this class to possess. Linear 
lattices whose positive cone is the intersection of half-spaces 
determined by a unique (up to scalar multiples) set of monotonic 
linear functionals (i.e. those for which there exists a set of lattice
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homomorphisms which is minimum total with respect to the cone), are 
similar to finite dimensional archimedean linear lattices in that they 
have "faces". A finite dimensional archimedean linear lattice is 
also boundedly complete and has a core point. If an infinite dimen­
sional linear lattice is required to have these properties in addition 
to having "faces", then the lattice must be linear and lattice 
isomorphic to m(G) for some set G by theorem 5.2.8. If an infinite 
dimensional lattice is required to have a positive algebraic basis, 
theorem 6.1.3 shows it must be a very special type of function lattice, 
namely, F(G) for sane set G . Thus, while these infinite dimensional 
lattices are boundedly complete, their positive cones contain no core 
points.
The next theorem and corollary 6.1.1 are used to provide other 
characterizations of a lattice with a positive algebraic basis.
Corollary 6.1.1 is used in a crucial way in the proof of theorem 6.1.4. 
Theorem 6.1.2 itself has not appeared in the literature but corollary
6.1.1 appears in Nagy [16], Metzler [15] and Phelps [20]. The proof 
of corollary 6.1.1, however, easily follows fran theorem 6.1.2 and 
in this sense the proof is new.
Theorem 6.1.2. Let V be an ordered linear space with posi­
tive wedge K which satisfies the Riesz decomposition property. Let
A = {x : s in S} be a set of extremal elements of V with the s
property that no xg in A is a scalar multiple of any other x^Ct^s)
r n
in A . Then aj_xs. - 0 onl7 ^  ai - 0 for 1 = “ ' >n •
Proof: First note that if x(^0) in K is such that -x is 
also in K , x cannot be an extremal element of K . This is due 
to the fact that 0 < -x < x but -x is not a positive scalar
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multiple of x . Therefore if n = 1, > 0 because xg  ^ is an
extremal element.
Now take n > 2 . Suppose a^ < 0 for some i and change
the indexing so that a^ > 0 for i = 1, • • • ,m and a^ < 0 for
i = m+1, • • • ,n . Let bj = - a ^  , = x ^  for J = 1, • • * ,n-m ,
311(1 zi = xs± for 1 = 1# ‘' ‘jm • ^j=l bjyi - Ii=i aizi *
If m = 1 , b^y^ < b^.y^. < which implies b^ = 0 since
z^ is extremal and y^ is not a scalar multiple of z^ . This is
r ma contradiction so m > 2 . Therefore 0 < b-^ y^  < a-jZ^  + a^z^ .
By the Riesz decomposition property, b^y^ = u + v where
0 < u < anzn and 0 < v < Y. ~ a.z. . z, is an extremal element so1 1  ” ~ Li=2 x i 1
u = tz^ and thus b.^ = tz^ + v > tz^ and because y^ and z^
are distinct extremal elements of V , t = 0 . Therefore
r mb^y < 2i = 2 a±z± • Repeating this argument m - 1 times shows
b-,yn < a z  . Since y, and z are distinct extremal elements of 1 1 m m  1 m
V , b1 = 0 which is a contradiction. Therefore a^ > 0 for
1 = 1, • • • ,n .
Corollary 6.1.1. Let V be an ordered linear space which
satisfies the Riesz decomposition property. Let A = {x : s in S}s
be a set of extremal elements of V with the property that no xs
in A is a scalar multiple of any other xt(t^s) in A . Then A
is a linearly independent set.
Proof: Suppose a1xg< = 0 for some finite set
{x , •••,x }C A . By the previous lemma, a. > 0 for i = l,***,n
S1 sn 1 “
and thus for any i , 0 < a1xg _ < aixg> = 0 which implies a1 = 0 .
Corollary 6.1.2. Let V be an ordered linear space which 
satisfies the Riesz decomposition property and suppose the positive
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cone K is reproducing and is the convex hull of its extreme rays.
Then K has a positive algebraic basis.
Proof: Let S be the set of extreme rays of K and let
A =  (x: s in S} be a set of extremal elements of K , one froms ’
each extreme ray. A is a linearly independent set by corollary 6.1.1.
n n
For any x > 0 , x = !•}-;]_ t^y^ where each y^ is on an extreme 
ray of K . Then y. = r.x for some scalars r. , i = l,***,n;
1 J. Sj_ 1
hence x = L. ,n (t.s.)x and A spans K , therefore V since1—X 1 1 S-t
K is reproducing. Further, if x = T. -,n t.x > 0 , t. > 0 by1—-L 1 1
theorem 6.1.2. Thus K = {Ya x : a > 0} and A is a positive
S S  S
algebraic basis.
Schaefer [23] gives a sufficient condition for a space with 
the Riesz decomposition property to be a linear lattice. Corollary
6.1.2 together with theorem 6.1.1 give another sufficient condition, 
namely, that K be reproducing and the convex hull of its extreme 
rays. Theorem 6.1.4 at the end of this section gives another suffi­
cient condition, i.e. that V be finite dimensional and archimedean.
The next theorem gives a number of statements equivalent to 
the existence of a positive algebraic basis. These will be used in 
the next two sections.
Theorem 6.1.3. Let V be an ordered linear space V with 
positive cone K . The following statements are equivalent.
i) V satisfies the Riesz decomposition property and K 
is the convex hull of its extreme rays
ii) V has a positive algebraic basis
iii) V is a discrete archimedean linear lattice and if 
A = { x g: s in S) is a generating set of discrete
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elements, for every x > 0 , {x : tx < x for someS S “
t > 0} Is a finite set 
Iv) V is linear and lattice Isomorphic to F(G) for some 
set G .
Proof: (i) implies (ii) by corollary 6.1.2.
To show (ii) inplies (iii) assume V has a positive
algebraic basis A = (xg: s in S) . Theorem 6.1.1 shows V is a
discrete archimedean linear lattice. If x = Ja x > 0 , a > 0 forL s s 5 S -
all s in S but a > 0 for only a finite number of s in S .s
Since 0 < tx < ][a x if and only if 0 < t < a , there are only5 S S S
a finite number of ■ s in S for which a t > 0 exists such that 
0 < tx < x .
(iii) implies (iv) by theorem 5.2.6 
(iv) implies (i) because a lattice always 
satisfies the Riesz decomposition property and characteristic func­
tions of singletons are the extremal elements of F(G) , thus every 
element of the positive cone in F(G) is a convex combination of 
elements on extreme rays.
The following theorem is essentially Yudin’s for as it is 
shown in the theorem, if V is finite dimensional and has a repro­
ducing cone, then the Riesz decomposition property is equivalent 
to V being a lattice. The proof given here makes use of the 
theorem due to Riesz which shows the order dual of a space satisfying 
the Riesz decomposition property is a linear lattice. Both Yudin 
and Nagy use rather special techniques in their proof and never 
consider the order dual. Thus, the proof given here is significantly 
different from and more straight forward than those given by Yudin
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and Nagy.
Theorem 6.1.4. If V is an n-dimensional archimedean ordered 
linear space with a reproducing cone P and V satisfies the Riesz 
decomposition property, then there exists n extremal monotonic 
linear functionals f^ , i = 1,•••,n , such that P = fl{{x: 
f±(x) >0): i = l,*",n} . In particular, V is a lattice and
the f^ , i = 1,•••,n are lattice homomorphisms.
Proof: The first step is to show that P = Pl{{x: f„(x) > 0}:_ s ™
s in S} where {f : s in S} is the collection of extremal mono-s
tonic linear functionals on V . By lemma 3.1.2 it suffices to show
that for every x not in K or in -K there exists an extremal
monotonic linear functional f such that f (x) < 0 .s s
If x is not in K or in -K , x = x.^  - x2 where x1 
and x2 are non-zero linearly independent elements of K . Since 
V is finite dimensional and reproducing, K has a core point, 
say u . Let u^ = x^ + u , u2 = x2 + u , and let L be the linear
span of u^ and u2 . Then x = u^ - u2 and because x is not in
K or in -K , u^ and u2 are linearly independent. Furthermore,
u^ and u2 are core points of P so L is a cofinal subspace
by lemma 2.1.2.
Because P is archimedean and x is not in K or in -K ,
there exists scalars t^ , i = 1,2, with 0 < t^ < 1 such that
y^ = u^ - t ^ 2 is in P but u^ - t'u2 is not in P for t' > t1
and y2 = -t2u^ + u2 is in P but -t 'u^  + u2 is not in P for
t' > t2 .
Now x = (l-t1t2)”1{(l-t2)y1 - (l-t1)y2) so in particular,
y^ and y2 are linearly independent and span L .
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If a-^  > 0 , a2 > 0 , then a^y^ + a2y2 is In P since
both y^ and y2 are in P . Assume a1y1 + 2 is in P .
Because P is a cone (i.e. sharp) and y^ and y2 are non-zero,
it cannot be that both a^ and a2 are negative or that one is 
negative while the other is zero. Consider the case a^ •> 0 and 
a2 < 0 . Then a^(u^-t
a2U2 " altlU2 - 0 5 hence a^i-a2t2^Ul + a^2-aiti^u2 - 0 *
Since a^ - a2t2 > 0 , u^ - (a^t1~a2)(a^-a2t2)-1u2 > 0 and
therefore (a^ -^a,-,)(a1-a2t2)_1 < t1 . Thus, a1t1 - a2 ^  a^t^ -
a2tlfc2 ’ i'8' -a2 - -a2fclt2 ' Now -a2> 0 so 1 - ^1^2 < 1 whlch
is again a contradiction. By symmetry the case a^ < 0 and a2 > 0
is not possible either, hence a.^ > 0 and a2 > 0 . Therefore,
L n P = (a-jyj + a ^ 2 : ai> a 2 - 3:11(1 is a positive
algebraic basis for L with the order on L being that induced by 
L H P .  By theorem 6.1.1, L with this order is a lattice.
Let M be the span of y.^  and define a linear functional 
f^ on L by f^(M) = 0 and f-j_(y2) = 1 . Then f^ is monotonic
and ker f = M . M is a lattice ideal of L because 0 < |x| < |y|
for seme y ' in M implies |x| = [ a11y^  + | a21y2 < 11>|y1 where 
x = a1y1 + a ^ 2 and y = byx . Then 0 < (|b| - a1)y1 - |a2|y2 
which implies -|a2| > 0 , i.e. a2 = 0 , and thus x is in M .
By theorem 2.1.7, f is a lattice homomorphism on L , i.e. an
extremal monotonic linear functional. By theorem 2.1.3» there exists 
an extremal monotonic linear functional f: V -> R which extends f^ .
f(x) = f-^ Cx) = - (l-t.jt2)-1(l-t1) < 0 . Therefore P = fl{{x: 
fs(x) >0}: s in S} .
By theorem 2.1.4 of Riesz, the order dual (V,R) of V
.jU2) + a2(-t2aj+u2) > 0 , a,u- - a2t2u.
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is a boundedly complete linear lattice, in particular, a Riesz
space. The set {f : s in S} may be taken to be a set of non-s
equivalent extremal points of (V,R) (axiom of choice) and there­
fore a linearly independent set by corollary 6.1.2. Because 
(V,R)bC and is of dimension n , the cardinality of
{f : s in S} is less than or equal to n . If the cardinalitys
of S were less than n , P would not be a cone, thus 
P = flUx: f^(x) >0}: i = 1, •**,n} . It follows that V is
a lattice with a positive algebraic basis {x^ i = 1,•••jn} 
where x^ is anon-zero element of K in flUx: fj(x) = 0}:
j i} and the f^ are lattice homcmorphisms.
2. A monotone extension theorem
One of the more interesting aspects of lattices with posi­
tive algebraic basis is that a rather strong monotone extension 
theorem and a somewhat surprising extension theorem for lattice 
homomorphisms hold for this class of linear lattices. The monotone 
extension theorem is considered in this section.
Theorem 6.2.1. Let X be a linear lattice with a positive 
algebraic basis and positive cone K . Let Lq be any subspace of 
X such that K fl Lq is reproducing in Lq . Then any monotone 
linear functional fQ on LQ has a monotone linear extension 
to X .
Proof: Let P be the collection of all ordered pairs (L,f)
where L is a subspace of X containing LQ such that K fl L is 
reproducing in L and f is a monotone linear extension of fp . 
Order P by defining (L,f) < (M,g) if and only if M contains L
6H
and g is a monotone, linear extension of f . If C is a chain
in P , let N = U{L: (L,f) in C} and define h on N by
h(x) = f(x) where x belongs to some L such that (L,f) is
in C . Then N fl K is reproducing in N and h is a monotone
linear extension of f^ so (N,h) is an upper bound for the chain
C . Let (Lpf.^) be a maximal element of P .
Suppose L^ ^ V . If (-x+L^) fl K ^ <f> for every x on
an extreme ray of K , then (-y + L^)flK ^ <f> for any y e K because
K is the convex hull of its extreme rays by theorem 6.1.3, (i). 
Therefore has the intersection property by lemma 2.1.1 and 
can be extended to a monotone linear functional on V by the 
classical monotone extension theorem 2.1.2. This contradicts the 
maximality of (L-^f^) . Thus there exists a point x(^ 0) on an 
extreme ray of K such that (-x + L^) fl K = <j> .
Let L2 be the linear span of L^ and x and define f2
on L2 by f2(u) = f^u) for every u in L1 and f2(x) = 0 .
Suppose u + tx belongs to K where u is in L^ . If
t < 0 , u belongs to K also and f2(u+tx) = f^u) > 0 .
Now suppose t > 0 . Then tx > 0 , tx > -u so tx > (-u)v
0 > 0 and thus (-u)vO = sx for some s in [0,t] because x is
an extremal element of K. Now u = u^ - ^  where u^ and Ug
are in K because L1 D K is reproducing in L^ . Thus
(U2-Ul)V° = SX * U2 “ U2 “ U1 5 S0 U2 = U2V° “ (u2_ui)v0 = sx ,
and u2 - sx > 0 .
If s > 0 , -x + s-\i2 is in K which contradicts the 
fact that (-x+L^) fl K = c(» so s = 0 and (-u)vO = 0 . This implies
-u < 0 , i.e. u > 0 , and hence f2 (u+tx) = f^(u) > 0 . Therefore




defined on linear sublattices of linear lattices with positive 
algebraic basis. Suppose X is a linear lattice (not necessarily
one with a positive algebraic basis for the moment), E is a 
linear sublattice of X , and f is a lattice homomorphism on E. 
Further, suppose one tries to extend f by carrying out a Zorn's 
lemma argument of the sort used in the proof of theorem 2.1.2 and
2.1.3 in the usual way. One obtains a maximal extension (L,j) 
where L is a sublattice containing E and j is a lattice homo­
morphism on L extending f . The next step of a typical Zorn's
lemma argument is to show L = X and is usually accomplished by
assuming L ^  X , taking x(^0) in X\L , and showing j can be 
extended to a lattice homomorphism on the linear span of L and x , 
contradicting the maximality of (L,j) . However, at this point one 
runs into the following difficulty. The linear span of L and x 
may not be a lattice and therefore the concept of a lattice homomor­
phism on this subspace is meaningless.
The following series of lerrmas deal with the problem of 
determining when the linear span of a subspace L and an element 
x not in L will be a sublattice or lattice ideal when L is, 
respectively, a sublattice or lattice ideal. The main result of 
this sequence of lemmas is lemma 6.3.3 which is the key to theorem
6.3.1 in that it allows one to finish out the Zom's lemma type 
argument indicated above if the linear lattice X has a positive 
algebraic basis.
Lemma 6.3.1. Let L be a proper linear sublattice of a 
linear lattice X whose positive cone is P . Choose x(^0) 
in P\L and let M be the linear span of L and x . If M is
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an order ideal, M is also a sublattice.
Proof: For any u and v in L and scalars a, b, s;
(u+ax)v(v+bx)+(uw)-u-v+sx = [(uw-v)+(a+s)x]v[(uw-u)+(b+sx)] .
By choosing s = -min{a,b} and observing that u w  - v > 0 , 
u w  - u > 0 , one sees that it is sufficient to show uv(v+tx) 
belongs to M for any u and v in PflL and scalar t > 0 .
However, 0 < uv(v+tx) < (u+tx) v (v+tx) = (uw) + tx and because 
(uw) + tx belongs to M and M is an order ideal, uv(v+tx)
belongs to M also.
Lemma 6.3.2. Let L be a proper linear sublattice of a 
linear lattice X with positive cone P and suppose x in P\L 
is an extremal element of P . Then M is also a sublattice of X
where M is the linear span of L and x .
Proof: First suppose that for every v in L and every
a > 0 , 0A(v+ax) belongs to M . Then given any u , v in L and
scalars a and b; one may assume a < b and thus (u+ax)A(v+ax) =
0A[(v-u)+(b-a)x] + (u+ax) belongs to M . Therefore the infimum of 
any two elements of M belongs to M and M is a sublattice. It 
remains to prove the first statement of this paragraph.
Since a > 0 and x belongs to P , v < v + ax so
OA v < 0A(v+ax) < axA(v+ax) = (OAv) + ax . Hence 
0 < 0A(v+ax) - (OAv) < ax and because x is an extremal element
of P , 0A(v+ax) - (OAv) = sx for sane scalar s , i.e. 0A(v+ax) =
(OAv) + sx which belongs to M .
Leirnia 6.3.3. Let X be a linear lattice with positive cone
P , L a proper lattice ideal of X , and x an extremal element 
of P . Then M (the linear span of L and x) is also a lattice ideal.
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Proof: By lemma 6.3.1, if M is an order ideal it is also 
a sublattice and therefore a lattice ideal.
Assume 0 < w £ u + tx where w is- in M and u is
in L . If t < 0 , u + tx < u because x is in P and there­
fore 0 < w < u  + t x < u  which implies w is in L , hence in 
M , because L is an order ideal.
Now take t > 0 . Since w - tx < u , 0 < (w-tx)vO < uvO
which implies (w-tx)vO belongs to L because L is a lattice
ideal and u is in L . Thus wvtx = (w-tx)vO + tx belongs to M .
Now 0 < w/\tx < tx and x is an extremal element of P so
WAtx = sx for some scalar s . Therefore w + tx = (w/\tx) + (wvtx)
belongs to M and hence w belongs to M .
Theorem 6.3.1. Let X be a linear lattice with a positive 
algebraic basis and positive cone P . Let L be any linear sub­
lattice of X and f a lattice homomorphism on L . Then there 
exists a lattice homomorphism f' on X which is an extension of 
f .
Proof: Let P be the set of all ordered pairs (M,g) where
M is a sublattice of X containing L and g is a lattice homomor­
phism which is an extension of f . Order F by defining (M,g) < (N,h)
if and only if M is contained in N and h is an extension of g .
If C is a chain in F , let Q = U{M: (M,g) in C} and define j
on Q by j (x) = g(x) where g belongs to M for some (M,g) in
C . Q is a sublattice of X and j is a lattice homomorphism 
which is an extension of f so (Q,j) belongs to F and is an
upper bound for C . Therefore F has maximal elements, let (L1,f')
be one such maximal element.
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If all extremal elements of P are contained in L* ,
L1 = V by theorem 6.1.3 and f' is the desired extension of f .
Now suppose there exists an extremal element x of P not
I ! I I
in L . Let M be the linear span of L and x , N be the
kernel of f' , and q ' be the linear span of N* and x . Then
M1 is a sublattice by lemma 6.3.2 and Q is a lattice ideal by 
lemma 6.3-3 because N* is a lattice ideal by lemma 2.1.7.
Define an extension f^ of f' on M* by f^u+tx) =
1 1
f (u) where u is in L and t is any scalar. Then the kernel
1 1
of is Q . f^ is monotone on M for suppose u+tx belongs 
to P where u is in L* . If t < 0 , u belongs to P so
f^ (u+tx) = f'(u) > 0 . If t > 0 , then tx > 0 , tx > -u so
tx > (-u)vO > 0 and therefore (-u)vO = sx for seme scalar s since
x is an extremal element of P . However, L* is a sublattice so
(-u)vO belongs to L* and the only way sx can belong to L 1 is 
if s = 0 . Thus (-u)vO = 0 and u > 0 , hence f-^ (u+tx) = f '(u) > 0 
Because f^ is monotone on M* and the kernel of f^ is a lattice
ideal Q ' , f^ is a lattice homomorphism extending f ' . This con­
tradicts the maximality of (L*,f') in F . Therefore L* = V and 
f' is the desired extension of f .
4. A classification problem
The theorem concluding the last section shows that a linear 
lattice X with a positive algebraic basis possesses a rather un­
usual property, namely, that any lattice homomorphism defined on any 
sublattice of X is extendable to all of X . It would seem that 
only a very special type of lattice could possess this property and
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the question naturally arises; must any linear lattice for which 
theorem 6.3.1 holds have a positive algebraic basis? The following 
example gives a negative answer to this question.
Example 6.4.1. Let N be the non-negative integers and let
M be the sublattice of s(N) consisting of all x in s(N) such
that x(n) i- x(0) for only a finite number of n in N . Actually,
if one lets P be the linear span of e (the constant 1 sequence),
M = F(N) 0 P . M is a linear lattice which does not have a positive 
algebraic basis because the only extremal elements are the characteristic 
functions of singletons and e is not a finite linear combination of 
such elements. However, theorem 6.3.1 holds for M .
Let L be any sublattice of M and f a non-zero lattice
homomorphism on L . By an argument identical to the one proving
theorem 6.3.1, f can be extended to a lattice homomorphism f'
I f —von L where L =•> F .
t t .
If L contains e , L = M . If e is not in L , let x
be any element of l ' . If x is not in F(N) , x = a + te where
a is in F(N) and t ^ 0 . However, since L* D  F(N) , x - a = te
is also in L so e is in L which is a contradiction. There­
fore in the case where L ^ M , L 1 = F(N) . For each n in N let
Z be the characteristic function of {n} . Because f' is non-zero, 
f'(£n) must be non-zero for seme Z^ in F(N) . Suppose m / n , 
then 0 3)1(1 because f' is a lattice homomorphism,
f'(£^A &m) = f'(£m) A f'(f-n) = 0 which means f'(^m) = 0 . Therefore 
f' is evaluation at a point of F(N) (or a scalar multiple of such 
a functional), and hence extendable as a lattice homomorphism to 
all of M .
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Now having established that the class of linear lattices for 
which the conclusion of theorem 6.3.1 holds is larger than the class 
of linear lattices possessing a positive algebraic basis, the question 
is; how large is this class? The class of discrete archimedean linear 
lattices is rather small and contains the class of linear lattices 
with positive algebraic basis. Does the conclusion of theorem 6.3.1 
hold for this class of lattices? The' next theorem and its corollary 
follows from a statement Peressini [19] makes without proof on page 
27 that the order dual of s(N) is F(N) where the linear functional 
jfy associated with an element y in F(N) is fy(x) = x(n)y(n)
for any x in s(N) . The theorem and corollary are of some interest 
in their own right, however, in that they give the explicit fom of 
a lattice homomorphism on s(N) and make it possible to give example
6.4.2 without first developing the order dual of s(N) . In addition, 
example 6.4.3 of a linear lattice which contains a proper lattice 
ideal not contained in any proper maximal lattice ideal is easy to 
give once corollary 6.4.1 has been-established. This is not a new 
result, of course. Veksler [26] has given such an example and even 
found necessary and sufficient conditions which will guarantee every 
proper lattice ideal of a linear lattice be contained in a maximal 
ideal. The merit of example 6.4.3 is that it requires a minimum of 
background to present.
The notation Zn will again be used for the characteristic 
function of {n} , n in N .
Theorem 6.4.1. If f is a non-zero positive linear func­
tional on s(N) , f(£n) ? 0 for some n in N .
Proof: Let Pn be the functional which is the projection
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on the nth coordinate of s(N) and let An be the characteristic
function of the set {n+1, n+2, •••}. For x in s(N) , the
juxtaposition of symbols xZn means the coordinatewise product
of x and Z^ .
Now suppose f(£n) = 0 for all n in N . Since f is
non-zero, f(x) j- 0 for some x in s(N) and by taking a scalar
multiple of x one may as well assume f(x) = 1 . Then x =
xZn + x£, + • • • + x£ + xA and 1 = f(x) = f(xA ) . Define a 0 1 n n n
sequence y in s(N) by Pn(y) = 2n Pn(x) and let xn = x£Q +
2yJL + • • • + 2nxZ + 2n+^xA . Now f (x ) = 2n+^ but y > x for n n n J - n
all n in N so f(y) > 2n+'1' for all n in N . This is impossible
so f(Zn) 0 for some n in N .
Corollary 6.4.1. The only lattice homomorphisms on s(N) are 
those given by evaluation at a point.
Proof: Let f be a lattice homomorphism on s(N) . By
theorem 6.^.1, f(^n) > 0 for sane Z in s(N) . If g is the
linear functional defined by evaluation at the nth coordinate of s(N) , 
x > g(x)£n for any positive sequence x . Since f is a lattice 
homomorphism, M = ker f is a maximal lattice ideal, hence if x > 0 
is in M , 0 = f(x) > g(x) f(Z^ ) > 0 . M is a lattice ideal so in 
particular, the intersection of the positive cone of s(N) with M
must be reproducing in M . Hence g(x) = 0 for every x in M
and therefore ker f C ker g . Thus f = tg for some scalar t and 
because both f and g are positive, t > 0 .
Example 6.4.2. The conclusion of theorem 6.3.1 does not hold 
in s(N) . To see this, let C(N) be all convergent sequences in 
s(N) and define f on C(N) by f(x) = lhn x(n) for every x in
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C(N) . Then f is a lattice homomorphism on the sublattice C(N) . 
If f were extendable to a lattice homomorphism f' on s(N) , f '
would have to be evaluation at some point m in N , i.e. f'(x) =
x(m) for every x in s(N) . But then f(x) = lim x(n) = x(m)
for every x in C(N) which is clearly impossible. Therefore 
f is a lattice homomorphism on the sublattice C(N) which is not
extendable to all of s(N) .
Example 6.4.3. Let Cq (N) be all sequences in s(N) con­
verging to zero. Then Cq(N) is a lattice ideal of s(N) which is 
not contained in any maximalj proper lattice ideal. This is because 
any maximal proper lattice ideal, say L , is the null space of a 
non-zero lattice homomorphism f on s(N) so if Cq(N) C L , there 
exists an n in N such that Cq(N)C L = {x in s(N): x(n) = 0} 
which is impossible. Therefore Cq(N) is not contained in any 
maximal proper ideal of s(N) .
There are a number of questions regarding lattices in which 
the conlusion of theorem 6.3.1 holds. First, do they have to be sub­
lattices of a discrete linear lattice; or do they even have to be 
function lattices for that matter? Taking N to be the integers, 
there are a number of classical function spaces contained in s(N) 
and containing F(N) which are lattices. In particular, m(N) ,
C(N) , Cq(N) , and £P(N) for p > 2 . For which of these spaces 




1. Characterization In terms of lattice properties
It is well known that if e is an order unit for an archi-
medean linear lattice X , the functional 11 • [ [ defined by ||x|| =
inf{t >0: |x| < te} for all x in X is a norm of type M for
X . (See Day [2], page 101, for instance.) There are many normed 
lattices of type M which have no order unit, however. For example, 
the supremum norm is a norm of type M for the space of continuous 
real valued functions vanishing at infinity on the real line, but the 
space contains no order unit. This example serves as a model for the 
first theorem of this section which gives intrinsic lattice properties 
which are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a norm of type 
M on a linear lattice. The second theorem gives necessary and suffi­
cient conditions stated in terms of the order dual for placing a norm 
of type M on a linear lattice.
Theorem 7.1.1. Let X be a linear lattice with a positive 
cone P . In order that there exist a norm of type M for X it is 
both necessary and sufficient that there exist a set A in P which 
is directed upwards and such that
1) For every x > 0 there exists a scalar t > 0 and a 6
in A such that tx s; 6 .
2) For x > 0 , sup{sup{t >0: tx < 6}: 6 in A} < 00 .
Proof: If 11 • 11 is a norm of type M for X , X is
linear and lattice isomorphic and isometric to a sublattice of a 
lattice of continuous functions C(H) on a compact Hausdorff space H 
with the supremum norm by Kakutani's [7] theorem. Therefore, one may
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just as well assume X Is such a sublattice. Let A be all elements 
of P of norm one. Then A is directed upward because for any x 
and y in A j xvy is in A . For every x > 0 some scalar multiple
of x will be in A so (1) is satisfied. If x > 0 , there exists
an hQ in H such that sup{x(h): h in H} = x(hQ) > 0 because
H is compact. For any 6 in A , tx < S implies tx(hQ) < 1 ,
i.e. t 5 [xChQ)]"1 . Consequently, sup{sup{t >0: tx < 6}: 6 in A}<
[x(hg)]-'' < “ and property (2) holds.
Now suppose an upward directed set A exists in P with 
properties (1) and (2). For x > 0 , let r(x) =
sup{sup{t >0: tx < 6}: 6 in A} and define ||x|| = [r(x)]-1 .
Then for arbitrary x in X define | |x| | = | |x+| | v ||x~|| .
If x ^  0 , x+ / 0 or x“ 1 0 and either 0 < r(x+) < °° or
0 < r(x-) < » so | |x+| | ^ 0  or | |x~| | / 0 which implies |jx| | ? 0 .
If x ; > y > 0 , { t > 0 :  tx < 6} C {t > 0: ty < 6} for each
6 in A and hence, r(x) < r(y) . Thus, ||y| | = [r(y)]_1 <
[r(x) = | [x[ | which shows 11 • 11 is monotone on P .
If either x = 0 or y = 0 , the relation | |x+y| | < | |x| | +
11y11 is obvious. Suppose x > 0 and y > 0 . Given e > 0 there
exists <5,A in A and scalars t^ > 0 , t2 > 0 such that
t-^ > r(x) - e , t2 a r(y) - e and t^x £ 6, t ^  < A . Take x in
A such that t > 5, A . Then x < t^_1T and y < t2-1x so
x + y < (t1t2)“1(t1+t2)x , i.e. t1t2(t-L+t2)_1(x+y) < x and thus
r(x+y) > t1t2(t1+t2)~1 . [r(x+y)]-1 < t^’1 + t2_1 < (r(x)-e)-1 +
(r(y)-e)-1 . Since this is true for any e > 0 , | |x+y| | < | |x| | + | |y| | .
Now let x and y be any two elements of X . Because
(x+y)+ < x+ + y+ , (x+y) < x- + y” , and | | • | | is monotone on P ,
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11(x+y)+|| < ||x+|| + ||y+ || < 11x+I| v ||x"|| + ||y+|| v ||y-|| =
llxll + I IyI I • Similarly ||(x+y)“|| < ||x|| + ||y|| and therefore,
||(x+y)|| = ||(x+y)+ || v ||(x+y)"|| < ||x|| + ||y|| .
For a > 0 and x > 0 , r(ax) = sup{sup{t > 0: t(ax) < 6}:
6 in A} = a-^ sup{sup{t >0: tx < 6}: 6 in A} = a^rCx) .
Thus 11 ax 11= a| |x| | .
If a > 0 and x is any element of X , | |ax| | =
I|ax+ || v ||ax" || = a{||x+ || v ||x“ ||}.= a||x|| .
Now ||-x|| = ||(-x)+|| v ||( x) || = ||x+|| v ||x“|| = ||x|| .
Thus, if a < 0 , ||ax||= || |a|(-x) || = |a| ||-x|| = |a| ||x|| .
If x and y are in P and either x = 0 or y = 0 , the
relation ||xvy|| < ||x|| v ||y||is obvious. Now take x > 0 ,
y > 0 . Given e > 0 there exists 6 and X in A and scalars t^
and t2 such that t^ > r(x) - e , t2 > r(y) - e and t^x < 6,
< X . Take t in A such that x > 6 , X . t^x v t ^  < x .
Suppose r(x) > r(y) . Then one may take t^ > t2 so
t2(xvy) < t2(t1t2_1xvy) < x . Therefore r(xvy) > t2 > r(y) - e .
This is true for all e > 0 so r(xvy) > r(y) . Similarly, if
r(y) > r(x) , r(xvy) > r(x) . Thus, ||xvy|| = Cr(xvy)]-1 < 
[min{r(x),r(y)}]-1 = | |x| | v | |y| | .
Now || |x| || = ||x+vx"|| £ ||x+|| v ||x"|| = ||x|| .
However, || |x| || > ||x+ || v ||x“|| = ||x|| because ||'|| is mono­
tonic. Therefore )| |x| || = J|x|| .
Theorem 7.1.2. Let X be a linear lattice with positive cone 
P . There exists a norm of type M for X if and only if the order
dual of X contains a set F = { f :  s in S} of lattice homomor-s
phisms with the following properties.
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1) F is total with respect to P .
2) The set {f (x): s in S} is bounded for each x in
s
p .
Proof: If there exists a norm of type M for X , Kakutani
[7] has shown X to be linear and lattice isomorphic to a sublattice 
L of the lattice of continuous real valued functions on a compact 
Hausdorff space H . For each h in H , define fh by 
f^(x) = x(h) for every x in L . The set P = {f^ : h in H} is
a set of lattice homomorphisms in the order dual of L satisfying (1)
and (2).
Now assume F = {f : s in S} is a set of lattice homomor-
s
phisms satisfying properties (1) and (2). For each x in X , define
I|xI| = sup{f (|x|): s in S} . Then ||x|| is finite for each
s
x in X by (2). If ||x|| = 0 , fa(|x|) = 0 for each s in S
which implies x = 0 by (1).
Since |tx| = |t| |x| for any scalar t and x in X , 
fS(|txI) = fs(ItI |x|) = ItIf s(IxI) and ||tx|| = |t| ||x|| .
Because |x+y| < |x| + |y| , fs(|x+y|) < fs(|x|) + fs(|y|)
for every s in S and thus ||x+y|| < ||x|| + ||y|| .
If |x| < |y| } fa(|x|) < f  (|y|) for all s in S sos s
I N I  < I|y|I •
For x and y in P , | |xvy| | = sup{fg(xvy): s in S} =
sup{f (x) v f (y): s in S} =sup{f(x): s in S} v sup{f (y):
S S S o
s in S} = ||x|| v ||y||•
2. Extensions of extremal monotonlc linear functionals
Much has been written on the problem of extending monotonic
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linear functionals defined on subspaces to monotonic linear func­
tionals defined on the whole space. In view of this fact it is 
surprising that there is only one theorem dealing with the exten­
sion of extremal monotonic linear functionals. This theorem is 
closely related to the classic' monotone extension theorem which in 
turn is equivalent to the Hahn-Banach theorem (i.e. the Hahn-Banach 
theorem can be proved using the monotone extension theorem and 
conversely. See Day [2] for details). The proofs of both the mono­
tone extension theorem 2.1.2 and theorem 2.1.3 on extension of 
extremal monotonic linear functionals start by choosing a non-zero 
element x in X which is not in the cofinal subspace E and 
showing any linear functional f defined and monotonic (resp. 
extremal monotonic) on E can be extended to a monotonic (extremal 
monotonic) linear functional on V , the linear span of E and x . 
Zorn's lemma arguments are then used to complete the proofs. Since
E is cofinal, p(x) = inf{f(y): y in E and y > x} is a well
defined sublinear functional on V which dominates E and is nega­
tive on V fl (-K) . This sublinear functional plays an important
role in the proof of both theorems.
The significance of theorem 2.1.5 is that if X is a linear 
lattice and E is a sublattice, the requirement that E be cofinal 
may be dropped in the monotone extension theorem provided f is 
dominated on E by a lattice seminorm. The fact that the proofs of 
theorems 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 use the same sublinear functional in much 
the same way leads one to conjecture that an extension theorem 
exists for extremal, monotonic, linear functionals which bears the 
same relation to theorem 2.1.5 that 2.1.3 does to 2.1.2. This is
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indeed the case as the next theorem shows.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let X be a linear lattice with positive
cone P , p an M-seminorm on X , E a linear sublattice of X ,
and f: E -> R an extremal, monotonic, linear functional dominated
on E by p . Then if D = {x: p(x) < 1} and T = D fl E , there
exists an extremal, monotonic, linear functional F: X R which
is an extension of f and such that sup{|f(z)| : z in T} = 
sup{|F(z)|: z in D} .
Proof: If z is in T , f(z) < p(z) < 1 and f(-z) < p(-z) =
p(z) < 1 so |f(z)| < 1 . Therefore, sup{|f(z)|: z in T} is
finite and one may assume without loss of generality that
sup{|f(z)|: z in T} = 1 . Then given any e > 0 there exists a
z in T with f(z) > 1 - e . Because E is a sublattice, z+
is in E and p(z+) < p(z)vO < 1 . Therefore z+ is in T and
1 > f(z+) > f(z) > 1 - e .
The functional q defined on X by q(x) = p(x ) for every
x in X is sublinear because q(tx) = p((tx)+) = t p(x+) = t q(x)
4* + +for t > 0 and q(x+y) = p((x+y) ) < p(x +y ) < q(x) + q(y) . For
x in -P , q(x) = p(x+) = p(0) = 0 . Furthermore, f(x) < f(x+) <
p(x+) = q(x) so q dominates f on E . Since p is monotone,
q is monotone and, for XAy > 0 , q(xvy) = q(x) v q(y) . In addition,
q(x) = q(x+) and q(-x) = p((-x)vO) = p(x") = q(x") .
Step 1 (Embedding). Let V = XffiR,x' = X @  {0} , 
e ' = E © {0} , A = {(x,0): x in P} and B = {(x,t): q(-x) < t)U 
{(0,0)} . It is clear that A is convex and closed under multipli­
cation by positive scalars. Suppose s > 0 and (x,t) is in B .
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Either t = 0 or t > 0 . In the first case, x = 0 and
s(x,t) = (0,0) . If t > 0 , then q(-x) < t and q(-sx) =
s q(-x) < st so s(x,t) is again in B . For any two elements
(x,t) and (y,r) in B , q(x+y) < q(x) + q(y) < t + r unless
both t and r are zero in which case both (x,t) and (y,r)
must be (0,0) . In any case, (x,t) + (y,r) is in B . Since
A and B are both wedges, K=AUB is a wedge. Observe that
(0,1) + s(x,t) = (sx, 1 + st) and for s > 0 , q(-sx) = 
p((-sx)v0) = s p(x") = s q(x~) , while for s < 0 , q(-sx) =
q((-sx)v0) = |s| p(x+) = |s| q(x+) . Therefore if |s| is suffi­
ciently small, q(-sx) < 1 + st and hence (0,1) + s(x,t) is in 
K . This shows e = (0,1) is a core point of K .
The functional q' defined on V by q'(x,s) = q(x) + s
is sublinear for if t > 0 , q'(tx,ts) = q(tx) + ts = t q'(x,s)
and q'((x+y,r+s)) = q(x+y) + r + s <; q'(x,r) + q'(y,s) . If (x,s) 
is in -K , (—x,—s) is in K so (-x,-s) = (y,0) + (z,-s) where
y is in P and (z,-s) is in B . For s = 0 , z = 0 and 
x = -y so q'(x,0) = q(x) + 0 = 0 .  For s > 0 , q(-z) < -s ,
x = -y-z and q(x) < q(-y) + q(-z) < 0 + (-s) so q'(x,s) < 0 .
Thus q' is negative on -K .
Define a linear functional f' on e ' by f'(x,0) = f(x)
for every x in E . If (y,0) is in K for some y in E ,
t 11 ! If(y,0) = (y ,0) + (y ,t) where y is in P and (y ,t) is in B . 
However, t = 0 so y" = 0 and therefore y must be in P .
Thus e ' fl K = {(x,0): x in P O E } .  If (x,0) > 0 , f’(x,0)=
f(x) > 0 and f* is monotone on E* .
To show f is an extremal element of (E fl K) , suppose
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0 < h' < f' and define a linear functional h on E by h(x) = 
h'(x,0) . For x > 0 , 0 < h(x) = h*(x,0) < f’(x,0) = f(x) .
Since f is extremal on E , h = tf for some t in [0,1] .
But then h'(x,0) = h(x) = tf(x) = tf'(x,0) so f' is extremal
i
on E .
The set S = {x in V: -e < x < e} is convex, balanced
and absorbing. If m is the Minkowski functional associated with 
S , m is a seminorm by lemma 2.2.3 and S is a neighborhood of zero
in the seminom topology on V generated by m .
Let C = S D E 1 and suppose (x,0) is in C . Then
0 < (-x,l) , 0 < (x,l) so (-x,l) = (y',0) + (y",0) where
q(-y") < 1 and y' is in P; (x,l) = (z',0) + (z",l) where
q(-z") < 1 and z is in P . Hence, q(x) = q(-y'-y") <
q(-y') + q(-y") < 1 and similarly q(-x) < 1 . Therefore f!(x,0) = 
f(x) < q(x) < 1 and f'(-x,0) = f(-x) < q(-x) < 1 so |f'(x,0)| < l
for every (x,0) in C . Furthermore, by the coranents in the first
paragraph of this proof, for every e > 0 there exists an x > 0
in E such that q(x) < 1 and f(x) > 1 - e . Since x > 0 ,
q(-x) = 0 < 1 and 0 < (x,l) = (x,0) + e , 0 < (-x,l) = -(x,0) + e
so (x,0) is in C and f'(x,0) = f(x) > 1 - e . Hence
sup{f'(z): z in C} = 1 .
The sublinear functional q' dominates f* on e ' because
if (x,0) is in E* , f'(x,0) = f(x) < q(x) < q'(x,0) . The Hahn-
M
Banach theorem now implies there exists a linear extension f of 
f1 defined on all of V and dominated there by q' . Since q'
is negative on -K , f is monotonic on V and thus
sup{f^(z): z in S} = f^(0,l) s q (0,1) = 1 . However, f^ is
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f jV
is an extension of f and C C S so sup{f (z): z in S} = 1 .
Step 2. Let r be any linear functional on V which is 
a monotonic, linear extension of f' for which sup{r(z): z in S} = 1 .
Suppose 0 < g < r . Since f' is extremal on E* and r is an
extension of f1 , g = tf’ on E r where 0 < t < 1 .
If (x,0) and (y,0) are in C , x and y are in E 
and -(0,1) < (x,0), (y,0) < (0,1) . Thus (-x,l) = (x',0) + (x",l) 
where x* is in P and q(-x") < lj (-y,l) = (y'jO) + (y",l) where
y' is in P and q(-y") < 1 . Hence q(x) < 1 and q(y) < 1 so
4* 4" 4* 4* 4*q(xvy) = p((xvy) ) = p(x vy ) < p(x ) v p(y ) = q(x) v q(y) < 1 .
Therefore 0 < (-(xvy),l) = (-(xvy),0) + (0,1) and -(0,1) < (x,0) <
(xvy,0) < (0,1) . Now xvy is in E because E is a sublattice,
hence (xvy,0) is in S PIE = C . Since (x,0) , (y,0) £ (xvy,0) ,
C is directed upward.
Set h = r - g  so r = g + h where 0 < h < r . Because
g and h are monotonic and S is an order interval, g and h
are bounded on S , hence on C . Lemma 2.1.3 is now applicable to 
both C and S .
1 < sup{f'(x): x in C) = sup{g(x): x in C> + sup(h(x): x in 0} <
sup{g(x): x in S} + sup{h(x): x in S} = sup{r(x): x in S} = 1
Suppose sup{g(x): x in S} > t . Then sup{h(x): x in S} <
1 - t for otherwise sup{g(x): x in S} + sup{h(x): x in S} >
t + (1-t) = 1 which is impossible. Thus sup{h(x): x in 0} <
sup{h(x): x in S} < 1 - t . But then sup{g(x): x in C} +
sup{h(x): x in C} < sup{tf(x): x in C} + (1-t) = t + (1-t) = 1
which is impossible. Therefore sup{g(x): x in S} < t and since
sup{g(x): x in S} > sup{g(x): . x in C} = sup{tf(x): x in 0} = t ,
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g(e) = sup{g(x): x in S} = t .
Step 3. Let G be the set of all monotonic linear functionals
on V which are extensions of f* and such that for any r in G , 
sup{r(x): x in S} = 1 . Let v' denote the continuous dual of V 
with the seminorm topology generated by m . G is a convex subset
°  t
of S , the polar of S in V .
To show G is weak-* closed in V* , assume k is in the 
weak-* closure of G. For every e > 0 and every x in V ,
{£: |k(x) - £(x)| < e } is a neighborhood of k so there exists
a g in G with |g(x) - k(x) | < e . If x is in e ' , g(x) =
f'(x) and thus k(x) = f'(x) for every x in e ' showing k
is an extension of f' . Similarly k is monotonic and k(e) = 1
so k is in G and hence G is weak-* closed.
S^ is weak-* compact by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem 2.2.1.
G is a convex compact subset of v' and the weak-* topology is a
locally convex, linear, Hausdorff topology so applying the Krein- 
Milman theorem 2.2.2, G is the convex hull of its extreme points.
Step 1 shows G is not empty so G has extreme points, let f
be one such extreme point.
If g is any linear functional on V such that 0 < g < f ,
jp = g + h where h = f^ - g so that 0 < h < f ^ . Because f^
I f  t ^
is an extension of f , g = tf and h = (l-t)f on E . From
step 2, g(e) = t and h(e) = 1 - t . If t = 0  or t = l ,
g = 0 or h = 0 on V by lemma 2.1.4. If 0 < t < 1 , t”^g and 
(l-t)_1h are monotonic linear extensions of f' with t^gCe) = 
(l-t)-1h(e) = 1; i.e. both t-1g and (l-t)-1h belong to G .
4t T T u
Because f = t(t g) + (1-t) (1-t) n and f is an extreme point
# -1 # o f G , f = t g o n V  and therefore f is an extremal
element of K+ .
Step 4. The linear functional F defined on X by
Jl
F(x) = f (x,0) is a monotonic, linear extension of f . In order 
to prove F is also an extremal element of K+ , assume 0 < g < F 
on X and define a linear functional g' on x' by g'(x,0) =
t M
g(x) . The next step is to extend g to a linear functional g
# #on V in such a way that 0 < g < f . This again involves a 
sublinear functional and the Hahn-Banach theorem.
Step 5- Define a functional j on V by j(x,s) = 
inf{f^(z,t): (z,t) > (x,s) , (z,t) > (0,0)} . (x, |s| + q(-x) + e) >
(x,s) and (x, |s| + q(-x) + e) > (0,0) for e > 0 and f is
monotonic so j is well defined. A standard argument shows j is 
a sublinear functional.
r f
In order to prove g is dominated by j on X it is first
necessary to prove (z,t) > (x,0) and (z,t) > (0,0) imply
(z,t) > (x+,0) . For t = 0 this statement is obvious since X is
a lattice. If t > 0 , (z,t) > (0,0) implies (z,t) = (z',0) + (z",t)
where z' is in P and q(-z") < t . Then q(z“) = q(-z) < q(-z")< t .
Now (z,t) > (x,0) inplies q(x-z) = q((x-z)+) < t . Thus,
q((x-z)v0vz“) =:q((x-z)+vz“) < q((x-z)+) v q(z”) < t . However,
+ +(x-z)vOvz- = (x-z)vz- = [xv(z+z-)] - z = xvz - z = x vz - z . Now
+ 4* 4* +x - z < x vz - z so 0 < ( x  -z)v0 < (x vz-z)v0 and therefore
4* 4* 4* 41 4* 4*
q((x -z)) = p((x -z) ) < p((x vz-z) ) = q(x vz-z) = q((x-z)v0vz") < t .
Hence (z-x+,t) > (0,0) and (z,t) > (x+,0) .
As a result of the preceding paragraph, j(x,0) =
inf{f^(z,t): (z,t) > (x,0), (z,t) > (0,0)} > f^(x+,0) and for any
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(x,0) in x' , g'(x,0) = g(x) < g(x+) < F(x+) = f#(x+,0) < j(x,0) .
The Hahn-Banach theorem now applies so there exists a linear
# 1 functional g on V which is an extension of g and is dominated
on V by j . g is monotonic because j is zero on -K .
For (x,t) > (0,0) , j(x,t) = f#(x,t) , thus 0 < g^(x,t) < j(x,t) =
f^(x,t) . Since f^ is extremal, g^ = tf^ for some t in [0,1]
and g(x) = g'(x,0) = g^(x,0) = tf^(x,0) = tF(x) for all x in X .
Therefore F is an extremal element of P+ .
To prove the last part of the conclusion of the theorem 
assume x is in D . Then p(x) = p(-x) < 1 and if t is in (0,1) , 
p(tx) = p(-tx) < t < 1 . Because q(tx) = p(txvO) < p(tx)v0 < 1 and 
likewise q(-tx) < 1 , e > (-tx,0) and e > (tx,0) . Therefore 
F(tx) = f^(tx,0) < f^(e) = 1 and similarly F(-tx) < 1 showing 
|F(tx)| < 1 or |F(x)| < t_1 for any t in (0,1) . Consequently,
|F(x) | < 1  and 1 = sup{ |f(x) |: x in T} < sup{|F(x) | : x in D}<1.
The following corollary is used in section 3 to prove Kakutani's 
representation theorem.
Corollary 7.2.1. If X is a nomed lattice of type M with 
norm 11 • | |, E is a sub lattice of X , and f is a bounded, 
extremal, monotonic, linear functional on E , there exists a bounded, 
extremal, monotonic, linear extension F of f to all of X with
the property that ||f||E = ||f ||.
Proof: Take | | • | | to be the p in the hypothesis of the
previous theorem. Let g = tf where t is chosen so that ||g|| = 1  .
For any x in E , g(x) < |g(x)| < ||g|| ||x|| = ||x|| = p(x) so
p dominates g on E . By the previous theorem there exists an 
extremal, monotonic, linear extension G of g to all of X such
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that 1 = sup{g(x): x In S fl E> < sup{G(x): x In S} = 1 where 
S is the unit ball {x: ||x|| < 1} in X . Because S is 
symmetric, ||g|| = 1  and F = t-1G is an extremal, monotonic, 
linear extension of f with ||f|| = t-1||g|| = t-1||g||E =
f1- iif|iE •
3. The representation theorems of Jameson and Fakutani
Linear lattices with a locally convex topology given by a 
family of lattice seminorms {pt: t in T} have been studied by
Kawai [8], If, in addition, XAy > 0 implies pt(xvy) < Pt(x) v 
pt(y) for every t in T , such lattices are called locally m-convex 
linear lattices by Fuller [11] and topological M-spaces by Jameson [6], 
Fuller was the first to study such lattices and has obtained a repre­
sentation for these spaces as a projective limit of seminormed spaces. 
In 1968, Jameson [6] proved that any topological M-space is linear 
and lattice isomorphic and homeomorphic to a sublattice of a lattice 
of continuous functions, C(L) , on a topological space L with the 
topology of uniform convergence on a collection of compact subsets of 
L .
Both Jameson's representation theorem for topological M-spaces 
and Fakutani's representation theorem for normed lattices of type 
M follow directly from the extension theorem of the previous section. 
This approach eliminates much of the background theory used in other 
proofs of these theorems which have been given.
The following theorem is elementary but has not appeared in 
the literature.
Lemma 7.3.1. Let X be a linear lattice with positive cone
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P . If x is In X but not in P or -P and M , N and L are
+ + ithe linear span of x , x" and {x ,x-} respectively, the follow­
ing statements are true.
1) L is a sublattice
2) Lfl P = {ax+ + bx-: a > 0, b 0}
3) M and N are lattice ideals of L
4) For any a and b in R , |ax+ + bx“|= |a| x+ +|b|x“
Proof: (1) Since x is not in P or -P , neither x+
nor x- is zero and {x+,x-} is a linearly independent set. If a
and b are both positive or both negative, (ax+ + bx”)vO is in L .
Because (-x)vO + (-x)A0 = -x , (-x)vO in L implies (-x)A0 is 
in L which in turn: implies xvO is in L . Thus one may assume 
a > 0 , b < 0 .
If |a| = |b| , ax+ + bx“ = |a|(x+-x“) = |a|x and
+ — +(ax + bx )v0 = ax .
If |a| > |b| , z = ax+ + bx- = a(x+-tx-) where 0 < t < 1 .
zvO = C(x+-tx-)v0] . (x+-tx-)v0 = (x+vtx~) - tx- . Therefore it is
sufficient to show x+ v tx- in L . Because 0 < t < 1 ,
+  - +  - + - + - + -0 < x a tx < x a x = 0 and hence x vtx = x vtx + x A t x  =
x+ + tx- .
The case |a| < |b| is treated in the same way.
(2) Suppose ax+ + bx- >0. If a=0 then b > 0 or if
b=0 then a > 0 so it remains to consider the case a > 0, b < 0 and the case
a < 0, b > 0 .
If a > 0 , b < 0 then [ax+A(-bx-)] + bx- = (ax++bx-)A0 = 0
*i *i
and letting r = |a| + |b| , s = ar- and t = -br” one has
0 < ax+ a (-bx-) = r(sx+Atx-) < r(x+Ax“) = 0 which implies bx+ = 0 ,
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• +i.e. b = 0 . This is a contradiction so in this case ax + bx 
cannot be in P .
Similarly, it can be shown that ax+ + bx" cannot be in P 
for a < 0 , b > 0 . Combining this with the previous case it follows 
that ax+ + bx- > 0 implies both a and b are positive. Thus
L fl P = {ax+ + bx-: a > 0, b > 0} .
(3) The subspace M is clearly a sub lattice so it is
only necessary to show M is an order ideal. Assume 0 < ax+ +
bx- < cx+ . Then 0 < (c-a)x+ - bx- and part (2) implies b = 0 so
M is an order ideal. The proof that N is a lattice ideal is similar.
(4) The assertion is certainly true if a and b are
both positive or both negative. Because |z| = zvO + (-z)vO = |-z| ,
it is sufficient to consider the case a > 0 , b < 0 .
It was shown in part (1) that L is a sublattice so
(ax++bx-)v0 = rx+ + sx" for seme r and s in R . Since
4* — 4 + * — 4* — +
(ax +bx“) < (ax ) + (bx-) = ax , one has 0 < rx + sx" < ax
or 0 £ (a-r)x+ - sx- and parts (2) and (3) show s = 0 and a > r .
Therefore rx = (ax +bx-)v0 > ax + bx- which implies (r-a)x -
bx- > 0 and again part (2) applies to show r > a . Consequently,
4* 4* + 4- — ~ 4 —r = a and (ax +bx~) = ax = |a|x . Now (ax +bx~) = (-ax -bx") =
-bx- = |b|x— and thus |ax++bx”| = |a|x+ + |b|x- .
The following result was originally part of the proof of 
Jameson's representation theorem. However, because the result is of 
some independent interest and is also used in proving Kakutani's 
theorem, it is stated here as a theorem.
Theorem 7.3.1. Let X be a Hausdorff topological M-space,
P the positive cone in X , {p^: t in T} a collection of M-semi-
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norms which determine the topology of X , and let
={x In X: p^(x) < 1} for every t In T . Then there
exists a collection, H , of lattice hcmcmorphlsms such that for 
every h in H there exists a t in T such that 
sup{|h(x)|: x in S^} = 1 and P = fl{{x: h(x) >0}: h in H} . 
Hence P is closed in the M-space topology.
Proof: Consider any x in X which is not in P or -P .
Because the topology for X is Hausdorff, there exists a t in T 
such that Pt(x-) f 0 . Let E be the linear span of x+ and x“ 
and define a linear functional f on E by f(x”) = p^ _(x_) and 
f(x+) = 0 . Lemma 7-3.1 implies E is a sublattice, f is monotonic, 
and ker f is a lattice ideal. Therefore f is a lattice homomor­
phism on E. Furthermore, for any x in E , x = rx+ + sx- and 
|x| = |r|x+ + |s[x— . Thus f(x) = sf(x“) < |s|pt(x-) = p^ _(|s|x—) <
Pt( |x|) = Pt(x) and pfc dominates f on E . Set = S^fl E .
By theorem 7-2.1 there exists a lattice homomorphism F on X which 
is an extension of f and such that sup{|F(z)| : z in S^} =
sup{|f(z)|: z in D^} < 1 . Chose r > 0 so that
sup{|rF(x)|: x in S^} = 1 . Then rF is also a lattice homomor­
phism and rF(x) = rf(x) = -rp^(x) < 0 . By lemma 3.1.2,
P = fl {{x: h(x) > 0}; h in H} .
Theorem 7.3.2 (Jameson). Let X be a Hausdorff M-space, and
let L be the set of continuous real lattice homomorphisms on X ,
endowed with the weak-* topology. The mapping
A
X + C(L) defined by x(f) = f(x) for every f in L and x 
in X is a linear lattice isomorphism of X into C(L) . If C(L) 
is given the topology t of uniform convergence on the sets
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{u°D L: u in NQ(X)} , ~ is a hanecmorphism. If X is barrelled,
x is the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets.
Proof: Because each f in L is a linear lattice homomor­
phism, " is also a linear lattice homomorphism. It follows from
Theorem 7-3.1 that the set L is total with respect to the positive
cone in X , hence " is one to one.
Lenina 2.2.5 shows L is weak-* closed and Theorem 2.2.1 
(Banach-Alaoglu) shows u^ is weak-* compact for every u in 
Nq(X) . Hence {u° fl L: u in NQ(X)} is a collection of compact
subsets of L and therefore t is a well defined linear topology 
weaker in general than the topology of uniform convergence on all 
compact sets.
A A
For any u in NQ(X) , let uQ = {x: |x(f)| < 1 for every f
in u° fl L} . If u is in NQ(X) , given any x in u and f in
n a a
u fl L , |f(x)| = | x(f)| £ 1 and thus x is in uQ . This shows
u C "-^Ug and because scalar multiples of the sets u q , u in
Ng(X) , form a subbase for the topology x , " is continuous.
It has already been established that * is injective so
H i=^ Q1 = D for any sets Q , i = 1, • • • ,n , in X .
Assume that for every set S^C x there exists a set A^C x with
A^Q S.J. and such that A^ is open in the topology x . Scalar
multiples of the sets form a subbase for the family Nq(X) in
the M-space topology so given any u in NQ(X) there exists
and e. , i = l,*” ^  , such that u D  H. ? e.S, . Thenl 5 ’ ’ 5 i=l i tj_
e.A. which (under the above assumption) is a neighborhood1"“JL 1
of zero in the topology x . Thus ~ is a hanecmorphism. It remains 
to show the above assumption is valid.
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For every t in T , let A^ = {x: | f (x) | < 1 for every f
in H L} . Then A^_ = {x: |f(x)| < 1 for every f in fl L> =
{x: |x(f)| < 1 for every f in fl L} which is an open set in
the topology t .
Suppose x is not in . Then P^(x) > 1 and there are 
three cases to consider. Case I; x is in P . Case II; x is in 
-P . Case III; x is neither in P nor in -P .
Case I: Let E be the linear span of x and define a linear
functional on E by f(x) = P^(x) . f is a lattice homomorphism on
the sublattice E . f(sx) < Js|p^ _(x) = p^ .(sx) so f is dominated
by p^ on E . By theorem 7-2.1 there exists an extension F of 
f to X which is a lattice homomorphism and such that 
sup{|F(x)|: x in S^ .} = sup{|f(x)|: x in S^fl E} < 1 . Thus
F is in fl L but F(x) = Pt(x) > 1 and therefore x is not in A^ .
Case II. Because x is in -P , -x is in P and
p(-x) = p(x) > 1 . Case I now applies and there exists F in fl L
such that F(-x) > 1. Therefore F(x) < -1 and x is not in A^ .
Case III. If x is not in P or -P , x = x+ - x~ where
+ —{x jX } is a linearly independent set. Let E be the linear span
of x+ and x~ . Because P^(x) = pt(|x|) = pt(x+vx-) < Pt(x+) v
Pt(x“) , either P^(x+) > 1 or Pt(x") > 1 .
If p^ .(x-) > 1 j define a linear functional f on E by 
f(x+) = 0 and f(x-) = Pt(x~) . f is a lattice homomorphism on 
E by lemmas 7-3-1 and 2.1.7. For any z in E , z = ax+ + bx“
and f(z) = f(ax++bx") = bf(x-) < |b|pt(x~) = pt(|b|x“) < p^C|a|x++|b|x ) =
Pt(|z|) = p^Cz) . By theorem 7-2.1 there exists an extension F of 
f which is a lattice homomorphism and such that sup{|F(z)|: z in S^} =
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sup{ | f(z) | : z In S^fl E} < 1 . Hence, P is in S^flL but
F(x) = -pt(x“) < -1 so x is not in A^_ .
4* — +If pt(x ) > 1 , pt((-x) ) = p^Cx ) > 1 and the above
paragraph shows there exists an P in S^flL such that 
F(-x) < -1 , i.e. F(x) > 1 . Thus, x is not in .
In all three cases x is not in A, . Therefore A, Q S, .t t t
If A is a weak-* conpact subset of L , A is weak-* 
bounded so Ap = {x in X: | f (x) | < 1 for every f in A}
is a barrel (see proposition 1, page 65, Robertson and Robertson [21]).
Therefore, if X is a barreled space, Pp is in NQ(X) and 
A C Ap0n L so { x: |x(f)| < 1 for every f in Ap0 D L}Q 
{x: |x(f)| < 1 for every f in A} . Hence t is the topology 
of uniform convergence on compact sets.
Theorem 7.3.3 (Kakutani). Let X be a normed lattice of type
M with norm | | * | I ^ d  unit ball S , and let G be the set of
lattice homomorphisms of norm one. Then G is a compact Hausdorff 
space and the mapping A: X C(G) defined by x(f) = f(x) is a
linear lattice isomorphism and an isometry into C(G) where C(G) 
is given the supremum norm.
Proof: Any element in the weak-* closure of G is again a
lattice homomorphism by lemma 2.2.5 and has norm one by the same 
type of argument. Hence G is closed and because is compact,
G is weak-* compact.
Since each element of G is a linear lattice homomorphism,
A is a linear lattice homomorphism. By theorem 7.3.1,
P = fl{{x: g(x) >0): g in G} so A is injective. It remains
to show A is an isometry.
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First note that |x(g)| = |g(x)| £ ||g|| ||x|| = ||x|| so
11*11 £ llxl .
If x > 0 , let E be the linear span of x and define f 
on E by f(x) = ||x|| . By corollary 7.2.1 there exists a lattice 
homomorphism F on X which is an extension of f and such that 
sup{|F(x)|: x in S} = sup{|f(x)|: x in S fl E} = 1 . Thus,
F is in G and F(x) = ||x|| so ||x|| = ||x|| .
For an arbitrary x in X , x = x+ - x“ and because G
A
is conpact, x takes its maximum and minimum values on G . There­
fore ||x|| = sup{|x(g)|: g in G} = sup{|x+(g)|: g in G} v 
sup{|x"(g)|: g in G} = ||x+|| v ||x"|| = ||x+|| v ||x~|| >
||x+vx" ||= || |x| || = ||x|| . Therefore ||x|| = ||x|| for 
all x in X and A is an isometry.
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